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The Bridge Router can
hold all the electronics you'll
need for a small console: I/O
cards, mix engines, and DSP
processors. Naturally it can
also have automatic fail -over
DSP and CPU cards to keep

you on -air. You can expand the
system with a simple cage -to -

cage interconnect.

It's not just a Digital Console,
IT'S AN ENTIRE Auoio INFRASTRUCTURE

YOU CAN START with a simple AES router with analog and digital inputs and
outputs. From there you can add logic I/O cards and scheduling software; you can

link multiple master bridge cages together to achieve thousands and thousands of
I/O ports; you can create a custom system that includes multiple smaller remote

satellite cages- with everything interconnected via CATS or fiberoptic links.
BUT THAT'S JUST THE BEGINNING: you can also add mix engine cards, interface

to your automation system; you can choose from two different WHEATSTONE series
control surfaces (D-5.1 or D-9 , each specially configured for production room, on -

air or remote truck applications. We also provide a full complement of Ethernet
protocol remote router control panels, as well as a complete family of plug-in

modules that interface the routing system to existing Wheatstone
digital and analog standalone consoles.

The D.9 is
Compact yet Powerful:
It can route, generate and monitor 5.1
surround signals and produce simultaneous 5.1 and
stereo master signals for your dual broadcast chain.
The console also provides extensive, rapid communication
paths throughout your entire Bridge system. Motorized
faders and control setting storage and recall make show -
to -show transitions fast, easy and accurate.
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Wheatstone Knows Live Audio. The 0-5.1 is loaded with
MXMs, foldbacks, and clear easy -to -read displays. You'll have all
the power you need when the news breaks! Its intuitive layout
helps your operators work error -free, and it can handle and

generate all the 51 content and simultaneous stereo
capability any large or medium market station could need.

the digital acidic) leaders
600 Industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina, USA 28562
tel 252-638-7000 / fax 252-635-4857 / sales@wheatstone.corn

www.wheatstone.corn
Made in USA opynght 2003 by Wheatstone (_opagrabori



It's zero degrees and snowing.
The transmitter needs to be checked.

And it was your day off.

ou1s1 No Rather Bel

Remote, in-depth transmitter and transmitter facility analysis and management...anywhere, anytime...from Harris!

Tired of the personal sacrifices you make every time something's not right at the transmitter? Tired

of watching your 50 -hour week turn into 80?

We understand. And we've got the solution: Harris Remote Management. Now, take
advantage of a fully integrated suite of remote tools that offer complete studio monitoring and
control, transmitter monitoring, and transmitter facility monitoring. With an unmatched history as

the technology leader for broadcast facility management, Harris provides the ultimate IP-driven

control and intelligence products, products you can integrate as separate components (with later

upgrades) or as complete solution. You'll enjoy web -based monitoring available through wireless

laptop, cell phone, and PDA. You'll be able to solve problems with your counterparts dozens...or

thousands of miles away. Best of all, you'll work more efficiently...and get your life back.

For more information about Harris Remote Management and ReCon, eCDr" and HBM, contact your local Distnct Sales

or visit us online at www.broadcast.harris.com.

www.broadcast.harris.com

eCtr, ReCon and HBM are three

separate packages that work great together

et:Dr- hardmitter RemoteManagement
Transmitter status contra/ and monitoring with

transmitter signal peeformance monitoring.

ReCon -Whiffet Remote hamagement
Remote control poem. and Renbility along

with easeof installation and use.

HM -Metric& Remote Management
armada* expert manpower; cut response
time and increase broadcast sygern

Manager
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50 Remote trucks

By Barry Bennett
Actually building a remote truck might be easier these days,
but deciding what to build is tougher than ever.

56 Special Report:
Multichannel broadcasting
By Jim Boston
Broadcasting multiple channels could be the answer to
increased revenue generation.

www
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Download

12 50 years of progress?

FCC Update

18 FCC acts on DTV
extension applications

DIGITAL HANDBOOK
Transition to Digital

20 Composite video basics

Computers and Networks

26 Networking fundamentals

30 Program loudness: What satisfies
listeners?
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ON THE COVER:
Miles of audio and

video cable all carefully
labeled and bundled
into racks and then

connected to equip-
ment form the back-

bone of today's digital
remote broadcast

trucks. Photo courtesy
Bennett Systems.

(continued on page 6)
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rue
broadcast -grade flat panel displays

1

Step into the light with Panasonic's new broadcast -quality Slat panel displays. Outperforming

traditional CRT technologies, these color -accurate, long -life LCD monitors are lightweight,

space saving, energy efficient, and offer optional DC power for in -field use (BT-LH900).

Panasonic contnues to unlock the power of the desktop video revolution. For more details,

visit us at wwwpanasonic.com/lcacadcast or call -11-800-528-8601.
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What was unique about the
NEC SR -10 recorder? Correct
entries will be eligible to
win a Broadcast Engineering
T-shirt. Enter by e-mail. Title
your entry "Freezeframe-
January" in the subject field
and send it to:
bdick@primediabusiness.com.
Correct answers must be
received by March 17, 2004,
to be eligible.
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High Definition.
Higher Standards.
Highest Performance.

As hi-def takes over the field, one media company is prepared to exc3ed your neecs. Al Maxell,

we set a higher standard. Thus, each and every lvi xell hi-def product, from D-5 to HD Cam, incorporates

the most ackanced technologies and manufacturing techniques to dElivEr the highest p3rfcrmance possible.

To learn more about Maxell Professional Media, call 800-533-2836 or risi- www.mazell.com

63
HOCAM

Torii

maxell

1)S. 11;DIGITAL .,

Plus Series

maxell
E xpE nding Menory & Mobility10.

Recordable Media Data Storage Portable Energy Technological Partnerships



Eitorial

Is HD
a subscription service?

High-definition images will save over -the -
air broadcasting. Right? Not so fast, TV
breath. It seems that viewers are so con-

fused about HD that almost half don't know if HD
programming is available in their area and 23 percent
don't even know if they have an HDTV set!

A recent study by Dove Consulting provides a con-
flicting image of viewers' perceptions of HD program-
ming and technology. The study, which was based on

1500 consumers, was finished in November 2003.
More than 87 percent said they had some awareness

of HDTV. That's up from 81 percent in April 2003.
Also, there's an increased willingness among viewers
to pay a premium for an HDTV set. About 10 percent
of those surveyed said they would pay $1500 for an
HDTV set. This rate doubles to 20 percent if the set
costs $1000, and almost one-third said they'd buy an
HD set if it cost $700.

When it comes to HD programming awareness, it's
clear that both broadcasters and the consumer elec-
tronics industry have again failed to educate the pub-
lic. Of the less than half that do know that HD pro-
gramming is available in their area, 56 percent learned
about it from some form of advertising. Cable is the

most effective at marketing HD, with almost 33 per-
cent of viewers learning about HD programming from
their local cable provider. Only 11 percent learned
about the availability of HD programming from their
local electronics stores. This again shows that the local
retail electronics outlets are missing an important op-
portunity to educate the public about the availability
of HD programming.

One aspect of the study does concern me, and it cen-
ters on what viewers think they have to do to receive
HD programming.

There appears to be a viewer perception that HD is
only available through the rental of a receiver or STB.
Some 45 percent of non -HDTV set owners said they
would be more interested in buying an HDTV monitor
if they could "rent the set -top box/receiver from the
cable/satellite provider for a small, additional fee." Note
there is no mention of free over -the -air reception.

Among those planning to purchase an HDTV in the
next six months, a whopping 75 percent would be even
more interested in buying an HDTV monitor, if they
knew they could "rent" the set -top box.

All this hints that consumers may mistakenly believe
that HD programming is strictly a subscription -based
service. They also may wrongly assume that HD re-
ceivers are expensive, hence their desire to rent one.

Unfortunately, this study supports my own experi-
ence. In all my travels this year around the country, I
have never seen an analog television station promote
their own digital service. That tells me a lot about how
little these stations value their digital signals. Worse, it
does nothing to promote the technology that repre-
sents their future.

If broadcasters won't promote HD as a free, off -the-

air service, why would a consumer ever bother to in-
stall an antenna? After all, they are being told by cable
that HD is a subscription service.

editorial director

BE

Send comments to:  editor@primediabusiness.com  www.broadcastengineering.com
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HD EMBEDDING &
DE -EMBEDDING
Densite Series

HD ROUTING
Network Series

DOWNCONVERSION &
DV ENCODING
DVC-800

HD DISTRIBUTION &
FIBER OPTICS
Densite Series

MASTER CONTROL
Presmaster 2

UPCONVERSION/
DOWNCONVERSION
Imaging Series

Tv
CHANNEL BRANDING
Imagestore HDTV

MULTI -IMAGE DISPLAY
Kaleido-K2

Ready for HD? We are.
Miranda's broad range of HD products delivers real affordability
plus class leading performance.

For instance, our new Imaging Series upconverter offers top
quality processing on a single card for under $10,000. And this
level of value runs across the range.

So if you're on the HD path, talk to Miranda.

Miranda Technologies
tel.: 514.333.1772 - ussales@miranda.com

WWW.MIRANDA.COM/HD



An accurate test?
To the editor:
I read with great inter-

est your November ar-
ticle entitled "Dolby Pro
Logic II vs. SRS Circle
Surround:' While we at
SRS appreciate the posi-
tive points made about
Circle Surround, we
have some serious con-
cerns about the accu-
racy of the article.

Regarding the steering torture test,
the Circle Surround decoder was de-
signed to provide highly stable and
accurate steering under a wide range
of real -world conditions. In direct
comparison tests performed at SRS
Labs, we found that on both Dolby-

encoded and Circle Surround -en-
coded music and movie soundtracks,
the Dolby DP564 decoder exhibited
transient steering instabilities that
were not evident with the Circle Sur-
round decoder.
As a result of the design decisions

made to provide highly stable steer-
ing, the Circle Surround decoder may
not respond as quickly to high-speed
transient material moving between
the channels. Due to the complex na-
ture of steering trade-offs made in
matrix surround solutions, it is quite
possible to create test material that
confuses the steering logic of any de-
coder. Depending on the test material
and the decoder's particular algo-
rithm, one decoder may fail a test that
another decoder passes, while differ-
ent source material would cause the
opposite result. Because of this, we
believe the kick drum portion of your
testing did not represent a real -world
situation that accurately reflects what
users would experience with normal
use of the system.

BroadcastWag
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ALAN KRAEMER

SRS LABS

Ken Pohlmann, di-
rector of the music en-
gineering program at
the University of Mi-
ami, responds:

Pro Logic II and
Circle Surround
were subjected to the
same test signals, and
the results were in-
terpreted indepen-
dently, without any
editorial influence by

either SRS or Dolby Laboratories. We
stand behind our test methodology
and our independent assessment of
the results.

Job loss
To the editor:
I find it hard to believe that you

would support the FCC's push to fur-
ther station consolidation. You must
not talk to many folks that you don't
see at NAB. The issue is job loss. The
fact is that laying people off saves
money, props up earnings, makes
shareholders (the folks you DO see at
NAB) happy and feeds the juggernaut
of technology.

The New York Times Company digi-
tal operating center runs about 11 sta-
tions from a control room in Norfolk,
VA. Is it technically feasible? Yes. Is it
cost-efficient? Yes. Is it humane? Not to
the people who lost their jobs over it.
The operators that work at the DOC are
simply asked to do more for the same
pay. I know they stopped coming to our
SBE luncheons when we raised the price
to $10 per person; I don't know any who
own HD sets either.

I realize that technology will progress
whether we want it to or not. I don't
advocate that we should return to the
days of three -person camera crews, or
one operator per tape machine. My
point is that so many technicians al-
ready work for janitorial wages. Job

loss through consolidation just puts
the actual mop in their hands.

CHARLIE FARR

VIRGINIA BEACH, VA BE

September Freezeframe:

Q. Who was the FCC chairman
Broadcast Engineering magazine
referred to as "the most disliked
chairman ever" for his actions on
broadcasting?
A. William Kennard

October Freezeframe:

Q. Can you answer this question
from one of Michael Robin's recent
columns: What is the vertical
resolution of a 1920x1080/60i
format signal expressed in LPH?
A. 756 lines per picture height
(LPH)

November Freezeframe:

G. What were the names of the
two incompatible digital video disc
formats that were later standard-
ized into what is now officially
called the digital versatile disc
(DVD), and when was the format
officially launched? (Hint The
format war was between Toshiba/
Time Warner and Sony/Philips.
A: SD from Toshibarfime Warner
and MMCD from Sony/Philips.
Officially launched at the Winter
CES show, January, 1996.

Winners:
September - Garen Braun
October - Augusto Villasenor,
Globecomm Systems

Test your knowledge!
See the Freezeframe question of the

month on page 6 and enter to win
a Broadcast Engineering T-shirt.

Send answers to bdick@primediabusiness.com
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AFFORDABILITY THROUGH INNOVATION
One board. More than a dozen functions.

You can't see all the features we've
packed into our Kameleon Media
Processing System. But you'll sure
notice a lot of empty rack space once
you start using them.

By combining extensive signal conversion, synchronization,
and processing capabilities onto one module, the Kameleon
system is a perfect fit for multi -channel operations-from
digital cable and satellite uplink facilities, network hubs,
and broadcaster centers to OB vans, and production trucks.

For instance, one Kameleon multifunction module can
automatically detect an incoming analog composite or SDI
signal, open the appropriate processing path, then quickly
convert the video to your preferred format-as well as

process up to eight audio channels and synchronize them
to your video and house timing. And you can combine

Kameleon multifunction modules with Grass Valley- single -

function modules to create a signal -processing solution that

fits your facility with even greater precision.

All without crowding your equipment racks.

Because there are more than a dozen ways to combine
the signal -processing capabilities of a single Kameleon
multifunction module-enough to handle almost any I/O
requirement. And you house up to four of these modules

in a single 1 RU frame, cutting your space and cabling
requirements even further.

To get a good look for yourself, visit
www.thomsongrassvalley.comikameleon.

A 0 1110MSON BRAND

Grass val ley
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to 50 years
of progress?
BY CRAIG BIRKMAIER

Did you know that NTSC
just celebrated its golden
anniversary? On Dec. 17,

w 1953, the FCC adopted the "compat-

I ible color" NTSC standard.

I- On Dec. 30, 1953, Admiral an-
nounced a 21 -inch color console for

0 $1175, but it was not the first color TV
Z
0

protects the FIRST
Admiral color TV set

Admiral's 21 -inch color console sold
for $1175 in December 1953.

to ship. Many collectors consider the
15 -inch RCA CT -100 to be the first
compatible color TV offered for sale;
the price tag was $1000. But
Westinghouse introduced a 15 -inch
color TV several weeks earlier at a

price of $1295.
It took another de-

cade for NTSC color
TV to reach critical
mass as a consumer
product. Four de-
cades later, NTSC is
still going strong,
delaying one of the
last major transi-
tions from analog to
digital content dis-
tribution. (It is not RCA's CT -100 is considered
surprising that the by collectors to be the first
other holdouts are colorTV sold.. It cost $1000.

AM and FM radio broadcasts, and
analog cable TV.)

IBM introduced the first magnetic
hard -disk drive on Sept. 13, 1956. The
5MB IBM 305 Random Access Method
of Accounting and Control drive
(RAMAC) was not for sale, but could
be rented for only $3200 per month.
IBM estimates that today's dollar cost
per megabyte of that disk would be
$100,000 or $100 million per gigabyte.

IBM projects that the cost for one
gigabyte of hard -disk storage will be
23 cents in 2006, the 50th anniversary
for the hard disk. This represents a
cost reduction of more than 400 mil-
lion to one!

If NTSC color TVs had declined in

ut prices 25 percent from last year

NTT (Japan)

Start

100

September 01

110

March 02

120

October 02

72

March 03

64

September 03

56

Verizon (USA) 100 125 125 140 100 78

BT (UK) 100 100 75 75 75 69

Deutsche Telekom 100 88 88 48 58 58

Global index 100 110 113 112 105 84

Source: Point Topic www.point-topic.com

cost by the same factor,
you would be able to
buy 4000 13 -inch color
TVs for one penny to-
day! Somehow, this
makes the fact that you
can buy one 13 -inch
color TV for $69 today
a little less amazing.

Fortunately for the
manufacturers of con-
sumer electronics prod-
ucts, displays are not fol-
lowing the same geomet-
ric progression that is

driving the cost of devices that process
bits in a relentless downward spiral.

On the other hand, some view it as
unfortunate that traditional profes-
sional video equipment manufacturers
are caught up in this digital spiral. Cus-
tomers of these companies may find
this downward pricing pressure to be
good news however. It means the tools
of the video trade are growing in capa-
bility, even as the prices tumble. But it's
a zero sum game for manufacturers -
there is no way to survive this ride when
the number of professional customers
is NOT growing, and revenue per unit
is declining every year.
Meanwhile, less -tradition -bound

companies are riding this downward
spiral, and in doing so, are changing
the landscape of digital television. At
NAB2003, companies such as Avid,
Apple and Discreet Logic offered soft-
ware -based tools for video editing, spe-
cial effects and composition - tools
that are equally capable of cranking out
an NTSC news story in the back of a
HumVee crossing the Iraqi desert, or
an HD movie in a Hollywood studio.

It's only software
Jan. 22,1984, is another important date

in television history. This was the year

12 broadcastengineering.com JANUARY 2004



EFA Family of Television Test Receivers
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UP TO $10,000
TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE

For selected 8VSB measurement instruments
Toward the purchase of a NEW

EFA-53
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Offer ends March 31, 2004
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8661-A Rob?rt Fulton Drive
Columbia. MD 21046

1 -888 -TEST -RSA
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that Apple ran the now famous 1984
advertisement launching the Macintosh.
It also was the year that I used one of
the new Macs to help with the introduc-
tion of the Grass Valley Group Model
100, almost 20 years after Intel's Gordon
Moore observed that the number of
transistors one could put into an inte-
grated circuit would double for the same
cost every 18 months. The
Model 100 took advan-
tage of microprocessors
and software to create a
platform optimized for
linear video editing un-
der the control of a com-
puterized editing system.

Control is the operative
word here. The comput-
erized editing systems of

On Jan. 22, 1984, Apple
launched the Macintosh
computer with its now -
famous commercial dur-
ing the Superbowl.

that era used microprocessors and
RS -422 serial links to control many of
the devices in a million -dollar linear
edit suite, including the source and

record linear tape machines, the video
switcher and some form of audio -fol-
low -video mixer. Together with a new
generation of lower -cost products
aimed at the emerging business and
industrial video markets, the Model
100 made it possible to create a com-
puterized A/B roll editing system for
less than $100,000.

While I was busy at
NAB1984 with the
Model 100 introduc-
tion, there were two
other product intro-
ductions that caught
my attention: the
Montage Picture Pro-
cessor and the Lucas
Arts Edit Droid. These
nonlinear editing sys-

tems used banks of VCRs and laser
disc players respectively, to simulate
random access to source material.
Montage introduced the use of picture

labels on a timeline.
Despite the fact that the personal

computer revolution was now in full
swing, it never occurred to me that it
would be possible to edit video with-
out some form of linear recording
devices. A single frame of video could
gobble up nearly all the memory avail-
able in a PC in 1984. The ability to
store and play video from a hard disk
drive seemed impossible in 1984.

By 1990, digital video compression
was beginning to show promise, and
the impact of Moore's Law on any-
thing digital was beginning to sink in.
With compression we could store
video on the hard disk drives of a per-
sonal computer. We could now put the
guts of a video editing system inside a
PC, using a few expansion cards to
handle the video compression and
video processing. Avid was one of the
first companies to market with a
compression -based nonlinear editing

Perfect for signal aquisition, the 8500

module is a converter, frame sync, proc

amp, and more. With both digital and

analog I/O, it can handle any signal

you can throw at it. This turbo

charged module has 12 bit video

and 24 bit audio.

Perfect for broadcast, great in

remote trucks, it's the alternative to

dedicated 1 RU frame syncs. The

Avenue 8500 is the most powerful,

single module solution available.

And with Avenue PC Software and

Avenue Touch Screens, you can

control and monitor all types of
Avenue modules from any

location in the world.

8500 Series
auclio

muvatemux ,

ENSEMBLE
-Tel +1 530.478.1830

- Fax +1 530.478.1832

- www.ensembledesigns.com

- info@endes.com

- PO Box 993

Grass Valley CA 95945 USA



The Clear
Difference

The DPA 4066 microphone is designed for exceptional sound and comfort. Successful
professionals such as Linda Kruse, a model, actress and product demonstrator, choose

the 4066 for its highly articulate sound and adjustable headband.
The versatile 4066 ,;s compatible with most all wireless and hardwired systems and built to

perform with utmost reliability. The low profile microphone boom detaches for easy
mounting or either the left or right side and can be quickly adjusted for a comfortable fit.

For broadcast ane theatrical applications and conference presentations and worship
environmerrt* the DPA 4066 provides a clear differen'ce in sound quality, flexibility and

ease -of -use. D
MICROPHONES

For more information call 1.866.DPA.MICS or visit www.dpamicrophones.com.
DPA Microphones, Inc infousa@dpamicrophones.com JUST ADD TALENT
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system. It soon became clear that it
would only be a matter of time until
somebody developed an online -qual-
ity nonlinear editing system.

That milestone was passed in 1995,
when Media 100 delivered the first
online -quality nonlinear system. That
same year, the FCC adopted the ATSC
digital television standard, with its

computationally intensive HDTV for-
mats. Traditional video equipment
vendors re -invented the million -dol-
lar edit suite to support HD editing.

Assuming that HD is six times the
resolution of NTSC, one could ex-
trapolate that online nonlinear edit-
ing of HD would be possible in about
four years. Turns out that this was

THE AZDEN
1000 SERIES...
A QUANTUM LEAP!
The sleek all new Azden 1000 Series, featuring the 10001JRX
receiver, 1000BT bodypack transmitter, and 1000XT plug-in
transmitter, delivers performance and features usually
associated with systems costing thousands more.
 121 UHF channels (723-735MHz) user -selectable, with LCD readout.

 True diversity system with 2 complete front -ends and high -gain antennas.

 Proprietary DLC (Diversity Logic Control) circuitry for reduced dropouts.

 State-of-the-art dielectric filters throughout, for improved image rejection and

superior diversity isolation  High 5th order filters for improved S/N ratio.
 Multi -fun tion LCD sh channel number and frequency, battery info, AF

level, and diversity operation.  Ultra small,

lightweight, switchable, Earphone -out w/level

control.  Note: Order cables specifically
for your camera and battery configuration.

The 1000URX receiver shown here with the
Anton Bauer "Gold Mount': is designated

the 1000URX-AB

System prices start at $1350 MSRP

Bodypack transmitter (100067)
with reduced current -drain for
improved battery life, is
availble with Azden EX -503H,
Sony ECM -4411 or ECM -55H.

Plug-in transmitter (1000XT)
works with dynamic or
phantom power mics.

AZDEN
147 New Hyde Park Rd., Franklin Sq. NY 11010

Telephone (516) 328-7500  FAX (516) 328-7506
E-mail: azdenus@aol.com

web site: www.azdencorp.com

overly pessimistic, since hard disks
have been doubling in capacity every
10 months since 1994. The hard -disk
revolution, together with faster pro-
cessors and more RAM, made it prac-
tical to handle uncompressed SDTV
editing in real time by 1999.
Uncompressed HDTV editing is now
a practical reality.

But that is only one aspect of this
story. Treating video as just another
form of data has had an even more
profound effect on the creation of spe-
cial effects and graphics. We now ma-
nipulate visual objects within a com-
position directly, rather than trying to
control switchers, DVEs and charac-
ter generators. These products are now
used only for live video production,
while many of the visual elements that
they integrate are pre -produced using
computer -based tools.

Hard -disk arrays have been used to
record uncompressed HD files from
24p camcorders for more than a year.
Another milestone will be passed in
2004 as professional video acquisition
systems move from linear tape to ran-
dom-access optical discs and solid-
state memory (flash RAM). Soon it
will be possible to take a PCMCIA ac-
quisition module out of your camera,
plug it into a notebook computer and
edit video ... using only software. BE

Craig Birkmaier is a technology consultant
at Pcube Labs, and he hosts and moder-
ates the OpenDTV Forum.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

chirkmaier@primediabusiness.com

Web links
National Television Systems
Committee
www.ntsc-tv.com/ntsc-index-
01.htm
Projecting the Cost of Magnetic
Disk Storage Over the Next 10
Years

wwww.berghell.com/whitepapers/
Projecting%20the%20Cost%20oP/020
Magnetic%20Storage%200ve0/020the%20

Next%2010%20years.pdf
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lie new DV 1E Fluid Head is the perfect combination with any
thigital ENG camcorder. It is wt another example of Sachtler's

proven qua ity being used tc a.pport the new generation of
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FCC acts
on DTV extension
applications
BY HARRY C. MARTIN

The full commission recently
granted additional third -
time extensions to complete

construction of digital television facili-
ties to a group of 104 stations, while it
denied extensions to seven others and
deferred any decision with regard to
30 TV satellite stations.

The commission accepted a variety
of justifications for the requested ex-
tensions. They included adverse
weather, unexpected equipment fail-
ures, delay or failure in delivery of
equipment, and natural disasters.
Some stations claimed they faced dif-
ficulties in obtaining necessary local,
state or federal approvals needed for
the construction of new towers, al-
though the stations involved have dili-
gently sought to overcome those
obstacles. Other stations were said to
be awaiting commission action on
modification applications, channel
change rule -making proceedings, spe-
cial temporary authorization (STA)
requests, or assignment applications.
Further extensions were granted to
another group of stations due to on-
going financial difficulties, which the
stations said they were working to
resolve. Some group owners had

Dateline
TV stations in D.C., Maryland,
Virginia and West Virginia must
begin their pre -filing renewal
announcements on April 1, 2004, in
preparation for filing their renewal
applications on June 1, 2004.
Also on April 1, stations in Dela-
ware, Indiana, Kentucky, Pennsyl
vania, Tennessee and Texas must
place their annual EEO reports in
their public files.

proposed, among other plans, a stag-
gered timetable for completing con-
struction of their multiple stations.

Thirty other stations that operate as
"satellites" had their construction
deadlines deferred pending the reso-
lution of a rule -making proceeding to
determine whether such stations
should be allowed to turn in their digi-
tal authorizations, forego simulcast-
ing, and simply make a "flashcut"
switch to DTV at the end of the tran-
sition period.

Seven stations had their extension
requests denied. The common thread
leading to denial was the commission's

That's the final word from the U.S.
Court of Appeals, which denied an
appeal from makers of TV sets, VCRs
and DVD players, all of whom sought
to block the FCC's 2007 deadline.

The consumer equipment manufac-
turers argued that most people do not
want or need digital tuners because
they get a full panoply of digital fea-
tures through their cable or satellite
providers' set -top boxes. But the court
found the FCC had legal authority to
impose the deadline on manufactur-
ers. The commission wanted consum-
ers to be able to plug in and immedi-
ately use a new TV to receive free over -

The commission wanted consumers to be able to
plug in and immediately use a new TV to receive

free over -the -air broadcasts.11111111MM

conclusion that these stations had not
taken sufficient actions during the most
recent extension period or had not pro-
vided any new reasons to justify fur-
ther delay. The good news for stations
in this group, however, is that they were
nonetheless given a final six months to
finish DTV construction. The stations
were admonished, and they must sub-
mit periodic progress reports to the
commission. These stations also face
the threat of additional sanctions if they
fail to submit the required reports, if
the commission determines that they
were acting in bad faith, or if they fail
to commence DTV operation within
six months.

All -digital TV tuner
rule upheld

All TV sets sold in the United States
must include DTV tuners by 2007.

the -air broadcasts. Without a built-in
digital tuner, consumers would have
to buy an external decoder if they
lacked cable or DBS service.

The commission is phasing in digi-
tal -ready requirements. Beginning
next year, half of all big -screen TVs
larger than 36 inches must have digi-
tal capacity. By July 2007, all sets 13
inches or larger, as well as VCRs and
DVD players, also must be DTV-ready.
Pocket -sized or wristwatch TVs will
not be required to have digital tuners
- although those that do not come
so equipped will require external digi-
tal decoders to receive increasingly
prevalent DTV broadcasts. BE

Harry C. Martin is an attorney with Fletcher,
Heald & Hildreth PLC, Arlington, VA.

Send questions and comments to:

hany_martin@primediabusiness.com
SEND
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Composite
video basics
BY MICHAEL ROBIN

In 1941, after many experiments
with television, the Federal
Communications Commission

approved the NTSC standard. This
was a revolutionary approach to tele-
vision. It offered a high resolution of
525 interlaced scanning lines, negative
video modulation with a 4.2MHz full
upper sideband and a vestigial
lower sideband, and FM sound
- all transmitted in a 6MHz-
wide channel. It also specified a
VHF transmission channel allo-
cation in preparation for the ex-
pected rapid development of
television. By 1948, the VHF
channel allocation had under-
gone several changes, including
the disappearance of channel 1
and the introduction of UHF
channels 14 to 89.

In 1950, following several years
of experimenting with color
television, the FCC approved a
CBS -proposed sequential R,G,B color
television system. This system used a

A lower  rice to  for DVR

rotating R,G,B segmented color wheel
concept, which was incompatible with
the NTSC all -electronic black -and -
white standard.

The compatibility constraints are:
Monochrome compatibility: A

monochrome receiver must repro-
duce the brightness content of a color

color information.
 Reverse compatibility: A color televi-
sion receiver must reproduce a mono-
chrome signal correctly, with no spu-
rious color components.
 Scanning compatibility: The scan-
ning system used for color transmis-
sions must be identical to the one

used by the existing mono-
chrome service.
 Transmission channel compat-
ibility: The color system must fit
into the existing monochrome
television channel and use the
same spacing between the vision
and sound carriers.

Luminance spectral components

,`-
FL -11

455FV2

Fri2

FL -
Chrorninance

subsume,
residue

Chrommapce sideharlds spectral components

F

Figure 1. Details of NTSC FDM spectrum around
the chrominance subcarrier

signal correctly in black and white,
with no visible interference from the

Feature -laden boxes offer customer satisfaction for less

Source: Kagan
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2005 2006

vvvvw kagan corn

NTSC composite video
concept

Following several years of ex-
perimenting with NTSC mono-
chrome -compatible color televi-
sion concepts, the FCC ap-
proved in 1953 the current ana-

log color television standard. The
NTSC system is based on the concept
of composite video. Composite video
describes a signal in which luminance,
chrominance and synchronization in-
formation are multiplexed in the fre-
quency, time and amplitude domain
for single -wire distribution. The con-
temporary characteristics are defined
in the SMPTE 170M standard.
 The luminance information: Mono-
chrome compatibility requires the
generation and transmission of a full
bandwidth (4.2MHz) luminance elec-
trical signal (E') representing the
brightness component of the image.
This signal is obtained by a linear
combination of three electrical sig-
nals (E' G, E' and E' R) representing
the three primary colors green, blue
and red. The prime sign indicates
that the respective signal is gamma
corrected. The luminance signal is
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represented by the math-
ematical expression:

E'y = 0.587 VG + 0.114 V
+ 0.299 VR
 The chrominance infor-
mation: The chrominance
information is transmit-
ted by two of the primary
colors (blue and red), less
the brightness compo-
nent, and are known as
the color -difference signals.
These signals have a re-
duced bandwidth, of the
order of 500kHz, reflecting the re-
duced eye resolution. The mathemati-
cal expressions for these signals are:

VB - E'y = - 0.587 VG + 0.886 VB -

0.299 E'R

and
E'R-E'Y=-0.587E"G-0.114E'8+

0.701 V
The E'G - E'y signal can be recreated

in the receiver by a suitable combina-
tion of the three signals.

The color -difference is scaled in am-
plitude by suitable multiplication fac-
tors to avoid transmitter overmodu-
lation. The scaled color -difference sig-
nals are:

VB_y = 0.493 (E'B - E'y) and VR_Y =
0.877 (E'R - E'y)

Each color -difference signal modu-
lates an assigned subcarrier. The two
subcarriers are of identical frequency
(about 3.58MHz) but of different
phase. The phase difference between
the two subcarriers is 90 degrees, so
the original signals modulating the
two subcarriers can be demodulated
without crosstalk. The two subcarriers
are obtained from a common crystal -
controlled oscillator. The type of
modulation used is suppressed -carrier
amplitude modulation. Because the
subcarrier is suppressed, only the
sidebands are obtained at the output
of the modulators. This results in com-
plete cancellation of the chrominance
signal when no colors are present.

The system takes into consideration
the fact that in an analog video signal's
spectrum is not continuous but fea-
tures clusters of spectral components
at the horizontal scanning frequency

Es

Matrix

Sync
generator

oa

Y

3.58MHz
subcarrier

Burst key

Composite sync

R -Y modulator
Encoded

8-Y modulator

0 clout

Figure 2. Simplified block diagram of an NTSC B-Y/R-Y
encoder

Fh and its multiples. So the subcarrier
frequency (F,c) is chosen to be an odd
multiple of half of Fh,

resulting in an interleaved chromi-
nance/luminance spectrum known
as half-line offset.

Figure 1 on page 20 shows the sim-
plified representation of the NTSC
interleaved spectrum around the
chrominance subcarrier. It is to be
noted that the original monochrome
scanning frequencies of 30Hz and
15,750Hz have been altered to, respec-
tively, 29.97Hz and 15,734.25Hz. This
was aimed at reducing the visibility of
the potential 920kHz beat between
the color subcarrier and the audio
subcarrier (4.5MHz). Therefore, the
subcarrier frequency is:

F = 455Fh /2 = 3,579,545 ±10Hz
 The chrominance synchronization: A
burst of nine cycles subcarrier is trans-
mitted during the backporch horizon-
tal blanking interval to synchronize the
receiver's local crystal oscillator.

Figure 2 shows a concep-
tual block diagram of an
NTSC encoder using B -Y/
R -Y color -difference sig-
nals. Green, blue and red
signals are fed to a resistive
matrix that algebraically
combines percentages of
the three primary color sig-
nals to form the luminance
and the two color -differ-
ence signals. Each color -dif-
ference signal is band -lim-
ited before being fed to the

respective balanced modulator.
A 3.58MHz subcarrier feeds the B -Y

balanced and, through a 90 -degree
phase -shift network, the R -Y modu-
lator. The adder combines the lumi-
nance, chrominance sidebands, com-
posite (vertical and horizontal) sync,
and a 180 -degree phase -shifted gated
subcarrier burst into a composite color
signal.

Figure 3 shows a vector representa-
tion of the chrominance subcarrier
modulation process. A given color, de-
scribed by a given set of VB_Ir and E'R
signal values, is represented by two
amplitude -modulated subcarriers in
phase quadrature. The instantaneous
values of the two modulated
subcarriers result in a vector described
by its amplitude and phase angle
with respect to the B -Y subcarrier
reference phase. The vector amplitude
represents the color saturation, and its
phase angle represents the hue.

+180°4

+90°

A

Angle

Burst B -V subcarrier
lb, 0 Reference

Figure 3.The instantaneous amplitudes of
the subcarrier result in a vector whose
amplitude represents saturation and
phase represents hue.

Problems with NTSC
NTSC was a compromise aimed

at squeezing color information into
a 6MHz monochrome television
channel. The solution was brilliant,
but the electronic tube technolo-
gies of the time were at best inad-
equate and at worst unacceptable.
Solid-state technologies have re-
moved many of the early problems.
Here are a few of the problems:
Transmitter overmodulation: The
color -difference signals are scaled to
avoid transmitter overmodulation.
The video transmitter is modulated
in amplitude and uses negative
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modulation. In a negative
modulation system, increas-
ing the brightness of the
transmitted picture produces
a decrease of the modulation
envelope amplitude.

The picture modulation en-
velope has four reference lev-
els: peak white level, black
level, blanking level and sync
level. Figure 4 shows the
NTSC reference levels as used
in North America. White level
(100 IRE) reduces the carrier
to 12.5 percent. The carrier
cancels at 120 IRE. Saturated
yellow and cyan colors can
produce video signal levels of
130.8 IRE, resulting in carrier cancel-
lation and inter -carrier "buzz." Be-
cause saturated yellow and cyan col-
ors do not normally exist in nature,
camera -generated video signals would
not create problems. However,

Video level

Sync hp -40 IRE

Blanking 0 IRE
Black 7.5 IRE

White 100 IRE

120 IRE 0% 12.5% 70.3% 75% 100%

Figure 4. Significant video signal levels shown as a per-
centage of carrier amplitude in negative amplitude modu-
lated systems

synthetically generated signals (100
percent color bars or character gen-
erators) could create problems.
 Video signal distortions: Analog com-
posite video signals are subjected to
various types of cumulative distortions

and noise. Separate distor-
tions of the luminance and
the chrominance compo-
nents as well as inter -modu-
lation between them are
likely to occur. PAL is more
tolerant of luminance/
chrominance inter -modula-
tion. Such distortions can be
reduced by performing all,
or at least a major part of,
production operations using
component video signals. BE

Michael Robin, a fellow of the
SMPTE and former engineer
with the Canadian Broadcasting

Corp.'s engineering headquarters, is an
independent broadcast consultant located
in Montreal, Canada. He is co-author of
Digital Television Fundamentals, published
by McGraw-Hill, and recently translated
into Chinese and Japanese.

SENO
Send questions and comments to:

michael robin@primediabusiness.com
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Networking
fundamentals
BY BRAD GILMER

This month's article is written
for people who are just get-
ting to know computer net-

working, or for those who want to in-
crease their knowledge of the basics.

Computer networks were invented to
connect computers together to allow
them to share resources such as
files and printers. Of course,
networks have been around for
quite some time. Early network
implementations were propri-
etary (because there was noth-
ing else). The networking capability
was written into the application (an ac-
counting system for example), and the
choice of network protocol (commu-
nications software) and hardware was
hard -coded into the application pack-
age. But this created problems. If the
user or manufacturer wanted to change
any of the networking components, the
core application had to be rewritten.
When networking really took off, it
seemed that there was a "protocol fla-
vor -of -the -month." Things were
changing so fast that it became imprac-
tical for application vendors to keep up.
There had to be a better way.

In response to this problem, engi-
neers developed the open systems in-
terconnect (OSI) layer model for net-
working. This layered model allows
the application (an accounting pro-
gram, editing application, etc.) to re -

interface called an application pro-
gramming interface (API). Standard-
ization of the API allowed manufac-
turers to substitute different technol-
ogy at lower layers without having to
overhaul their applications.

The layered model in Figure 1 illus-

Application 4- The application the user sees

Protocols A- The software used for networking

Physical Hw <- The hardware used for networkingi

Figure 1. Simplified layered model.

trates another fundamental concept in
networking. Note that the protocols are
a separate layer from the physical layer.
This allows a given networking tech-
nology such as Ethernet to be imple-
mented over different physical media.
For example, users could implement
Ethernet using unshielded twisted pair
(UTP) or optical fiber. In fact, these
different physical media types could be
mixed within a network. The signals
riding on these different media types
are Ethernet. The layered approach to
networking makes this possible.

It also is possible to select protocols
independently from the physical hard-
ware upon which these protocols are
transported. For example, both
Ethernet and Fibre Channel can be
carried on fiber.
There are many variations of the

OSI model. The most common has

Computer networks were invented to
connect computers together to allow them to

share resources such as files and printers.
main separate from the layers below.
This way, software protocols and hard-
ware can be upgraded without having
to rewrite the overarching applica-
tions. The application then interacts
with the protocols through a software

seven layers: physical, data link, net-
work, transport, session, presentation
and application.

While it is not important to under-
stand what all these layers do, you should
know that there are fundamental differ-

ences in how network signals are moved,
and that many of these differences cen-
ter around whether switching decisions
are made at Layer 2 or Layer 3. It is not
always possible to make a clear distinc-
tion between the different layers. There
are many excellent OSI model tutorials
available on the Internet.

Network protocols
The two dominant networking tech-

nologies these days are Ethernet and
Fibre Channel. Ethernet, a packet -
based networking technology, has by
far the largest technological deploy-
ment. Data from an application is sent
to the protocol layers. In these layers,
the data is chopped up into packets.
Next, a destination address is put on
the front of the packet, and the packet
is sent to the physical layer for trans-
portation on the network.

Figure 2 shows a simplified Ethernet
packet. Thousands of these potential
Ethernet packets are generated by a

L
Application Data

Figure 2. Simplified Ethernet packet.

computer each second and shipped
across the network, each packet travel-
ing independently. The address on the
packet allows the network to route the
packet to its destination. The protocol
layer at the destination computer is re-
sponsible for reassembling the packets
in the proper order and presenting the
application with the original data.

Ethernet is used ubiquitously both for
intranets (networks that are local to a
given facility), and on the Internet. The
Internet (capital "I") is comprised of a
large number of networks and switch-
ing technology that allows computers
to send data across the country or
around the world. While the switching
and scope of these networks is vastly
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Figure 3. Hub -and -spoke Ethernet
network.

different from that of an intranet, the
basic Ethernet packet remains un-
changed. In fact, usually the same
Ethernet packet travels across a local
intranet, through a gateway computer
and on to the Internet.

There are many different Ethernet to-
pologies. Topology refers to how com-
puters in the network are connected to-
gether. The most common topology is
called hub -and -spoke, in which each
computer has a single, dedicated
Ethernet connection to a central
Ethernet switch. (See Figure 3.) If Com-
puter A is transferring files to Com-
puter B, it can do this at full speed while
Computer C is transferring files to
Computer D.

A star network is easy to build and
troubleshoot, and it can provide high
bandwidth to the desktop if it is de-
signed properly. But there are caveats.
To get the maximum bandwidth be-
tween devices connected to the net-
work, the switch itself must have the
capacity to operate at double the band-
width of the individual connections

to the computers. In our example, if
this is a 100Mb/s network, the switch
must have at least 200Mb/s of avail-
able bandwidth.

Fibre Channel is a computer network
that is frequently confused with
Ethernet. They are two separate, and
incompatible technologies created to
solve different problems. The confu-
sion arises because they both can run
on the same physical network. It looks
as if you can just plug a Fibre Channel
cable into an Ethernet fiber switch. But
this will not work. The two networks
use fundamentally different protocols
or language to talk, and they come from
different origins. Fibre Channel was
created to connect computers to disk
drives. In the early days of computing,
there were strict limits on how far the
disk drive could be physically located
from the computer itself Remember,
CPUs sat in one box, and storage sat in
another box. As computers got faster,
they needed faster connections to the
disk drives that served them. Parallel
connections to drives became the
norm. But this too reached a practical
limit as the lengths of parallel cables
started to give rise to termination prob-
lems, RF crosstalk, and poor frequency
response. Computer designers needed
a cable extender for disk drives that
could be easily supported on existing

systems. At this time, the Small Com-
puter System Interface, or SCSI, was be-
ing used for many high-performance
drives. Network engineers went to
work designing a computer network
that could transport SCSI commands.
They came up with Fibre Channel -a
network that established virtual con-
nections between devices, allowing the
robust transmission of SCSI com-
mands across virtually unlimited dis-
tances. Now, Fibre Channel is the pre-
dominant local network in use for the
connection of high-speed peripherals
to computers.

There are a number of other network-
ing technologies in use today, including
Firewire and wireless. These networks
are usually variations on the theme of
packet -based interconnections created
to allow the transfer of data from one
computer system to another. If you do
not know where to start, you might con-
sider enrolling in a basic networking
course at a local community college. You
might also consider purchasing a couple
of inexpensive computers and a switch
and see what you can do. There is noth-
ing like hands-on experience. BE

Brad Gilmer is president of Gilmer &
Associates, executive director of the AAF
Association and executive director of the
Video Services Forum.
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Phone: 800 420-5909
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Tom Campbell Cameraman, Former Force Recon Marine.
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Tom Campbell doesn't mince words
when he talks about having the right
equipmert for the job. As a former member
of the U.S. Marine Corp's Elite Force Recon Unit,
he understands first hand about the inportance
of getting it right the first time. That's why
when he became an HD cameraman, he chose
Canon HD lenses "the finest lenses available to
guarantee perfection at getting tie shot the
first time." From the 11X wide-angle t3 our 40X
with buil-.-in image stabilization, :anon HDxs
lenses have you covered.
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Prod ction C

Program loudness
What satisfies listeners?
BY JEFF RIEDMILLER

oday, many television view-
ers experience audio level
discrepancies in program-

ming that far exceed what most would
consider acceptable. Presumably there
is some loudness range, or comfort
zone, within which a typical listener
will accept loudness changes within

teners agreed with each other to
within 1 dB when evaluating speech.
However, when the listeners evaluated
the footsteps item they disagreed with
each other by up to 12dB! One listener
indicated that the footsteps item was
3dB too quiet, while another indicated
that it was 9dB too loud. From this,

we concluded that ad -
Speech vs. other

12

10

8

6

-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2

Correlation in dB
(Agreement among 21 listeners)

- Footsteps i
a-- Speech

3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Figure 1. Agreement among listeners when evalu-
ating speech items vs. other signal types, such as
music or effects
and between programs. Assuming that
the non -speech elements of programs
are appropriately "balanced" around
speech, listeners will not be annoyed
if the speech elements fall within their
individual comfort zone. To the best
of our knowledge, the magnitude of
this comfort zone has never been de-
termined. So we undertook a series of
subjective experiments to define it.

The importance of speech
During our research, it became ap-

parent that listeners agree with each
other more consistently when evalu-
ating content that primarily contains
speech. When listeners evaluated other
types of program content, such as mu-
sic and/or sound effects, they some-
times disagreed widely. Figure 1 com-
pares the results of 21 listeners evalu-
ating the level of an audio program
containing speech and one containing
only the sound of footsteps compared
to a reference. Nineteen out of 21 lis-

justing the speech por-
tions of programs to a
consistent loudness
will lead to greater lis-
tener satisfaction.

Defining the
comfort zone

A second expel -II -neat
placed listeners in a
typical listening or
viewing situation. The
subjects were pre-

sented with several paired, monopho-
nic reference and test program
samples, reproduced by a single loud-
speaker in front of them. They were
instructed to adjust the master play -

10.8 Annoyingly loud4--
5.6 Turn volume down4--
2.4 Louder, but acceptable

Comfort
zone

Optimal volume04-
5.4 - Softer, but acceptable

-10.2 Turn volume up4-
-19.1 Annoyingly soft-4-

Figure 2. Relative loudness (in dB) of
the listening levels investigated, with
95 percent confidence intervals.

back level until the reference item
(speech) was reproduced at what they
considered a "comfortable volume."
The experimenter then asked them to
set the test volume control to one of

the six points shown in Figure 2. The
questions were asked in random or-
der, and were also randomized be-
tween subjects.

From the results it's clear why tele-
vision broadcasters have been plagued
by complaints of "loud ads." An in-
crease of only 2- to 3dB in subjective
loudness is enough to move a program
out of the typical listener's comfort
zone. There is much more latitude on
the softer side of the "optimal volume"
point. The results of this experiment
assisted us in developing the require-
ments for a useful loudness meter, as
well as in offering guidance to broad-
casters about what their listeners
might find objectionable.

Broadcast and post -production per-
sonnel often overlook the importance
of speech loudness while assessing
program levels. And many of the tra-
ditional measurement methods and
devices in use today do not specifically
consider the dialogue portions of the
signal. Yet the need for better loudness
management in content creation and
throughout the broadcast process is
well recognized. And we believe that
the best results can be achieved by
measuring and normalizing content
based on the level of speech, utilizing
an objective loudness measure.
A more detailed explanation can be

found in the AES paper "Intelligent Pro-
gram Loudness Measurement and Con-
trol: What Satisfies Listeners?" BE

Jeff Riedmiller is broadcast product
manager at Dolby Labs.

IN ADDITION
For an expanded version of this
article, visit our Web site,
www.broadcastengineering.corn.
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By Beverly Wilson

Gepco cables provided the foundation for the Geor6
gia Dome's new equipment. The cabling had to b
able to handle the analog, digital and HD formats
used in the suite.

32 broadcas-tengineering.com

The Georgia Dome was built in 1992 as a multi-
purpose stadium and home to the NFL's At-
lan=a Falcons.When the state-owned facility

opened, Geo:sia Dome Productions was created for all
in-house broadcast needs.

Any facility associated with the NFL must have broad-
casting capabilities that comply with the league's rigor-
ous standards. This meant that the antiquated analog
systems in the stadium's control suite had to be up-
graded to SD:, and its broadcast infrastructure prepared
for an upgrade to high -definition in the future.

The suite, operated by Georgia Dome Productions,
produces its own in-house show on game day. While it
is relied upon heavily for productions, the Georgia
Dome has two LED video boards and over 500 moni-
tors, it also receives a broadcast feed from VyVX for
league highlights shown on the same monitors. Another
aspect of the Georgia Dome that separates it from
many other NFL stadiums is its ability to broadcast
outside of the facility. The control suite, which can
handle uplinks as well as downlinks, has a fiber line
that runs directly out of the room to parent company
Crawford Communications' satellite teleport.

Most control rooms throughout the NFL are only used
from August to January and then are stored away until
the next season, but the Georgia Dome is used year-
round. It hosts events such as Supercross, NCAA SEC
championship football and basketball, NCAA men's and
women's basketball, professional bull riding, concerts,
and conventions. The facility's full-time use stressed the
need for an upgrade to a higher -quality system.

The control room, originally had linear editing equip-
ment suppliec by Crawford Communications, includ-
ing a Grass Valley routing switcher; an 230 Ampex video
switcher, an ACE editor and ADO -1000 digital effects
from Ampex; an Abekus A42 still store; and BVW75
and BVW65 Beta decks and a 3/4 -inch VTR from Sony.
Since some of the gear was more than 20 years old, it
was time to bring the suite up-to-date.

Comprehensive Technical Group (CTG) was con-
tracted by Georgia Dome Productions to perform the
installation and system integration. CTG was hired
on June 6, 2003 and had to have the room up and
running by the Falcons' first preseason game on Aug.

JANUARY 2004



9, 2003. However, the actual instal-
lation had to be finished closer to
Aug. 1, 2003, to allow the stadium
crew a week to become accustomed
to the new setup.

CTG began with a two -stage design
process and turned to an assortment
of Thomson Grass Valley products. A
Zodiak 64 -input production switcher
was one of the main units in the in-
stallation. Other Thomson Grass Val-
ley units included a Concerto routing
switcher, framed at 128x128, but popu-
lated at 64x64, and a GVEous DVE.

The upgrade also allowed the suite
to get away from the traditional moni-
tor wall found in most control rooms
and move to an Evertz multiview pro-
cessor, which is displayed on three
Mitsubishi LCD monitors. There are
still some standard monitors in the
suite for program previews and tests,
but the majority of monitoring is
handled by the 40 -inch LCDs. The
Evertz multiview processor is easily
reconfigured for the facility's events.

One of the constants when per-
forming the various aspects of the
overhaul was the use of Gepco audio

total of 40,000 feet of Gepco's
VPM2000 and VSD2001 cables were
used in the upgrade.

CTG supplied the suite with four
Leitch DPS-575 frame synchronizers
in order to integrate feeds into the in-
house production. The room also re-
ceives feeds from several cameras
throughout the stadium, providing
the crowd with the same views and
angles that the referee has for instant -
replay challenges during the game.

With the suite located on the press
box level of the stadium, space was at
an expensive premium and was a ma-
jor factor in the room's design. The
tight parameters of the room are
analogous to what one would find in
a large broadcast truck, so it was de-
cided to keep the design and equip-
ment consistent with a standard re-
mote truck. Therefore, this design also
provided a familiar layout for the
freelancers who are often hired.

In addition to upgrading the pro-
duction equipment, Georgia Dome
Productions also wanted to update the
editing equipment. Previously the fa-
cility was using an Ampex ACE editor

With the suite located on the press box level
of the stadium, space was at

an expensive premium.

and video cables. It's one thing to
upgrade to high-tech A/V equipment,
but if the material that connects it all
is faulty, then the new gear becomes
irrelevant. The cabling had to be able
to handle the analog, digital and HD
formats used in the suite. A combined

that was physically located in the pro-
duction control room. An Avid Me-
dia Composer was added, and it allows
individuals to operate separately from
the control room.

To handle the new digital formats,
as well as the remaining analog units,

The Georgia Dome chose the Evertz
MVP multivideo processor, with
three Mitsubishi LCD monitors for
display instead of a traditional moni-
tor wall found in most control rooms.

the production suite was equipped
with a Sony IMX deck, which allows
the playback of legacy tape formats
such as Beta, Beta SP and DigiBeta.
The Sony IMX further increased the
facility's versatility and ability to man-
age multiple formats with ease.

The installer could have brought in
enough equipment either to bring the
entire control room suite up to date,
or to change everything over to HD.
Considering the numerous clients
that the Georgia Dome services aside
from NFL football, CTG opted to
upgrade the room, while taking the
first step in HD preparation. When
the time comes for a complete up-
grade to HD, the suite will only need
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a few
extra ma-

trixes for the
routing switcher.

As the season
closes for the Atlanta
Falcons, the upgrade
has been a success. The
new equipment has
been easier to use and
created a more reliable
production and editing
environment. In 2004,
the Georgia Dome will
play host to the Chick-
Fil-A Peach Bowl, Mon-
ster Jam and Honda's "Battle
tional showcase.

ADC video patch panels were
chosen for the job since they
are rated for HD signals.

of the Bands" 2004 invita-

BE

Beverly Wilson is operations manager for the Georgia Dome.

CTG:

Jim Wile, owner, project engineer
Steve McCo-mick, owner, sr. engineer
Jonathan Miller, lead installer
By Alford, sales, project manager

orgia Dome Productions:
Beverly Wilson, operations martager
rawford Communications:
John Bradford, chief engineer, post production

Thomson Grass Valley
Zodiak production switcher
Concerto router
GVEous DVE

Mitsubishi LCD monitor
ADC patch panels
Ensemble Designs SDI-to-NTSC converter transcoder

A/D converter
Leitch DA and DPS-575 frame sync
Marco production and CC custom camera consoles
Evertz SDI optical converter and MVP monitor wail

processor
Ikegami color and B&W monitors
Tektronix

portable waveform monitor
SDI waveform monitor and sync generator

Ross GVG 110 digital upgrade kit
Fast Forward Video DDR
Sony IMX VTR
DNF Controls VTR controller
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Peanut whistle
DTV
BY DON MARKLEY

It is common knowledge
that many stations have delayed
broadcasting at full authorized

power and are operating under an
STA at much lower power levels. The
FCC's only requirement is that they
provide a city -grade signal level over
the city of license. These little stations
are doing a pretty good job, and the
service is much better than many ex-
pected. The required signal levels for
low -power operation are 35dBu for
low -band VHF, 43dBu for high -band
VHF and 48dBu for UHF, all based on
FCC F(50,90) values.

By the way, "peanut whistle" is a
derogative term that used to be ap-
plied to any ham station operating
with low power, primarily those hams
that felt they needed a kilowatt to
communicate across town.

Since the commission determined
DTV standards, naysayers have pre-
dicted that the system wouldn't work
and that the horizon was a definitive
limit on any possible service. All had
one belief in common - that DTV was
going to be a terrible disappointment
and wouldn't work in any acceptable
manner. Basically, they were wrong.

Many stations are finding that they 

are covering their cities of license bet-
ter than they ever anticipated, operat-
ing at low power levels. DTV is turn-
ing out to work, and work well.

Back to low -power operation - one
needs to realize that it isn't necesary
to have an antenna weighing tons to
have good electrical performance.

We seem to forget that the reason for
having big, massive antennas is because
of their mechanical strength, not nec-
essarily their electrical performance. If

with 7/8- or 1 -5/8 -inch lines will
handle input powers in the 5kW
neighborhood. This can easily result
in ERP values of 100kW or so, which
will serve a good-sized area when
coupled with reasonable height.

On the negative side, effective radi-
ated power values of 1MW are not
going to be possible. While the suits
may not be interested in that level of
power now, they might be once NTSC
goes away and they realize that some

DTV is turning out to be robust, with
service that works and works well,

we desire a high -power nondirectional
top -mounted antenna, we need a
physical structure that will survive a
hostile environment while maintaining
its electrical characteristics. You can't do
that cheaply. However, you can side -
mount a lightweight antenna, feed it
with flexible cables and still get excel-
lent performance at limited power.

With panel and other flex -line an-
tenna types, the power divider sets the
initial power limit. Remember, the
goals here are performance and low
cost. A small power divider coupled

Neighbors might peek at unprotected Wi-Fi networks

SOURCE: 2Wire

Maybe
23%

Yes
21%

www.2Wire.corn

stations in their market have more
power than they do.

Also on the negative side, more
maintenance will be required on these
antennas. The flex lines are more sus-
ceptible to lightning damage than
larger rigid lines. They also need to be
inspected periodically to ensure that
they are being properly supported to
avoid damage from rubbing on tower
members. This isn't a big deal -
batwing antennas and panels have
been in use for years, with lines run-
ning all over the place. It's just that they
must be maintained, even in an era
when management seems to think one
technician is enough to handle five or
six transmitting plants.

As to coverage, the FCC describes a
manner of using F(50,50) curves to
generate F(50,90) curves. The problem
with this analysis is that it is based on
the average terrain between two and 10
miles from the site, along however
many radials are to be studied. The
commission says to use 36 radials to de-
termine city service. However, any in-
terference calculations still must be
based on the Technote 101 method,
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commonly known as the Longley-Rice
propagation model. Longley-Rice uses
the actual terrain elevation along each
radial all the way from the transmitter
to the point where one wants to deter-
mine the field strength. This method
is much more accurate in determining
actual service than the older FCC
curves. Unfortunately, it isn't a method

that easily can be done with just the
curves and a map. It requires massive
number crunching.
To accurately determine signal

strength using this method, you will
need a reasonably fast computer, one
of the many programs commercially
available to run the study, and a data-
base containing terrain elevations for
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Broadcasters should remember that
lightweight, low -power antennas re-
quire more maintenance. Photo cour-
tesy Dielectric.

the area of concern. The least expen-
sive programs are identified as 30 -sec-
ond files, which contain the elevation
of the area or the whole country for
every 30 seconds of latitude and lon-
gitude. The next move up is to a three -

second database, which contains the
elevations of the logical points.

Perhaps the simplest way to handle
this is to go to either the station's con-
sulting engineer or to one of the many
services that will perform that calcula-
tion for you. If all that is required is a

simple coverage map or study, the price
should be a small fraction of the cost
of acquiring the software and databases.

Most engineers will get their biggest
surprise when they compare the ser-
vice area and population covered be-
tween operation with 100kW ERP and
1000kW ERP. For something really
eye-opening, calculate the cost per
person that is added to the service area
by that power increase. It will give you
a whole new respect for peanut
whistles. BE

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley
and Associates, Peoria, IL.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

don markley@primediabusiness.com
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This article attempts to
outline some of the
choices involved in build-

ing a truck today, both from a techni-
cal and a production perspective. The
designer must consider all of the vari-
ous methods of production and their
implementation.

Each topic below could easily be the
subject of its own magazine article.
This limitation notwithstanding, the
article attempts to point out, in gen-
eral terms, the major items that must
be evaluated before starting on a ve-
hicle design.

The quandary
Building a remote broadcast truck

today is an enormously challenging
task. Recent advances in equipment
design have made the actual system
engineering more straightforward in
some ways. But the question of just ex-
actly what to build has become in-
creasingly difficult. The choices and
realities of format and aspect ratio,
and today's economic considerations,
have added several layers of complex-
ity to the decision -making process.
It was not long ago that the main

considerations in putting together a

Barry Bennett

large-scale television truck were more
or less limited to relatively simple de-
cisions regarding specific equipment
manufacturers. One simply needed to
decide this camera vs. that camera,
what brand switcher to use, what au-
dio console, etc. Ok, maybe it wasn't
so simple. It was, however, a lot more
simple than the multitude of choices
facing the truck builder today.

In the past, broadcasters could be
fairly secure in assuming that their
multimillion -dollar investment would
enjoy a lifespan that would have a
chance of retiring their investment
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The choice between analog and digi-
tal monitors is based mainly on cost
and/or engineering factors. Different
options must be weighed within the
scope of the project - there is no
one set solution. For instance, this
miitor waluses analog for the
small monitoYs and digit 31 for the
arge displays.

JANUARY 2

debt. Now, not only is there extreme
economic pressure, but technology
that once would have remained viable
for five years or seven years, or even
longer, is no longer secure from rapid
obsolescence.

Adding to the confusion are the
aforementioned issues of format and
aspect ratio, which include HD and

and per naps side issues such as sur-
round sound and fader automation.
The question of digital audio - where
and how much to use it - is bound
to arise. Even so, it is straightforward
and relatively easy to answer.

There are other decisions that must
be made during the initial design
phase, including type of monitoring,

The question of just exactly what to build has
become increasingly difficult.

SDI digital with all their various fla-
vors, and analog NTSC for the imme-
diate future and possibly even longer.
New trucks must be multi -standard
vehicles, requiring additional equip-
ment to allow either simultaneous
production in multiple formats, or the
ability to switch between formats as
clients' needs change.

Audio, while equally important as
video to the production, at least pre-
sents fewer core technical choices at
the moment. The main audio deci-
sions will probably focus on analog vs.
digital (in the remote truck world),

tally di:pla!, and intercom, as well as
the physical details of layout, HVAC,
and power and weight distribution.

Perhaps the first, and arguably the
most complex, step truck builders
must take i3 to decide what video for-
mats the truck must produce, and how
to moritor them.

Truck eves
Let's begin with the cameras, the

"eyes" of the truck. Camera manufac-
turers have done an incredible job of
creating cameras that can be easily
switched among various formats and

The actual system engineering fc r a remote truck might be
easier - thanks to advances in equipment design - but the
complexity of format and aspect ratio makes deciding what
to build in the first place a tougher question than ever.
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aspect ratios. Some of them can even
output multiple formats simulta-
neously. Keep in mind what the truck
needs to produce. Is the end product
to be NTSC analog, SDI digital or HD?
Most likely, on any given day, it could
be any of these.

An equally important issue is the
type of camera cable the truck will
employ. Thankfully, today's choices

formats simultaneously, the complex-
ity can increase exponentially. One
trend that may alleviate some of this
complexity is that some end users may
have started relaxing their require-
ments regarding output conversion.
For example, it's theoretically possible
to produce a show in HD/1080i or in
HD/720p and convert the output to
whatever the secondary standard may

If the truck must produce multiple formats
simultaneously, the complexity can increase

exponentially.
are limited to just fiber and triax. Fi-
ber, while providing some potential
advantages, is a lot more expensive
to maintain and much more fragile
than triax. It also suffers from the
expensive disadvantage of not being
pre -cabled into the majority of sta-
diums around the country. But, over
time, the majority of venues around
the country will likely install perma-
nent fiber, as they did with triax many
years ago.

The cameras chosen will need to be
able to go either way, or at least be con-
vertible at minimal cost and difficulty.
Different camera manufacturers ac-
complish this in different ways, so be
sure that you and your consultant
evaluate each one against the specific
needs of the project. It is also likely that
the camera manufacturers will imple-
ment multiple -cable design at an at-
tractive cost point, which will allow
either type of cable to be used with
little or no camera conversion.

Another decision is whether to have
the camera output multiple formats
right out of the CCU, and if simulta-
neous multiple formats are needed at
all. A variety of "in the CCU" output
solutions offer a bewildering array of
options. And, of course, external con-
version is also an option. The truck
may end up with a mix of both. This
decision will depend largely on the
type of monitoring being used (dis-
cussed separately below).
If the truck must produce multiple

be - either the alternate HD format,
SDI or even NTSC. In the case of
NTSC, there are additional consider-
ations such as graphics insertion and
aspect ratio, which may require a com-
promise in camera framing in the HD
show. While these are certainly critical
production decisions, their technical
implementation can be even more
critical and sometimes bewildering, as
well as costly. Fortunately, some, if not
all, multi -standard cameras offer vari-
ous monitoring options at the camera
viewfinder, allowing camera operators
to see the framing for both 4:3 and 16:9
simultaneously in most cases.

Operator eyes
The production monitor wall is an-

other excellent example of conflicting
decisions facing a prospective truck
owner today. Standard design would
implement a tube -type monitor wall
with 75 to 100 small black -and -white
or color monitors and at least two
20 -inch color monitors for program
and preview. Today, there are addi-
tional choices and technical/produc-
tion considerations that must be
evaluated. Because this truck is, at
some point in its life, going to be called
upon to produce 16:9 shows, should
the monitoring therefore be primarily
16:9? Should it be capable of 16:9
switching? If the truck owner is shoot-
ing a show in 16:9, and has clients that
want a 4:3 show as well, a decision will
need to be made as to the monitoring

format. Perhaps a mix will be required.
A 16:9 image on a 9 -inch monitor can
appear rather small. Broadcasters may
wish to implement multiple monitor
sizes in the main display wall.

Another possibility would be imple-
menting one of the various "virtual"
monitor walls available today. A side
issue to monitoring is tally display.
On -screen tally is necessary with any
of the virtual monitor wall concepts.
Otherwise, yo u must choose between
the built-in tally light on the monitors,
or an under -monitor display (UMD)
system. A virtual monitor wall may
have the added feature of providing
essentially any display right on the wall
itself, including operator names, or
audio and video level meters.

Yet another decision in video moni-
toring is analog or digital. For all in-
tents and purposes, this is a cost/engi-
neering decision, because the differ-
ence in the picture quality (as viewed
in the production room on the smaller
monitors) is not sufficient to sway the
decision. It is possible that, in the vir-
tual monitor wall scheme, digital may
have significant engineering advan-
tages. It is also possible that, if the rest
of the truck is digital, the addition of
analog monitoring could add a layer of

-
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Depending on the formats the truck
supports, truck owners may decide
a mix of analog, digital and HD moni-
toring is required. The large plasma
displays here were fed HD signals.

complexity and cost that could be off-
set by the use of digital monitoring.
There is no one simple answer to this
question. It must be evaluated within
the entire design and production speci-
fication of the proposed vehicle.
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Tape vs. disk
The tape room is another area of the

truck that requires special attention.
Today's usage still demands some stan-
dard tape formats, such as digital and
analog Beta, and various flavors of
disk -based recording. Sports produc-
tion requires, at the very least, an EVS-
type system, and sometimes more
than one. This could be in addition to
a Profile or other mass -storage device.
The time is rapidly approaching when
the entire "tape" room may migrate to
a server -based system, regardless of
the production format. This dictates
that the core design of the truck be
flexible enough to grow with the
changing formats, or be upgradable
with a minimum of fuss and expense.
It is possible to implement a design
that will allow for major future
changes with a minimum of down-
time and expense.

Nuts, bolts and wires
The actual physical construction of

an HD/multiformat vehicle needs
special attention also. The issues of
production space, heat, overall
weight, weight distribution, airflow
and power are critical in a truck of
this size and complexity.
Cabling in the high -data -rate

world of high -definition video may
need to be larger, and consequently
heavier, than standard digital or ana-
log cable. This larger cable takes up
more space, and can lead to de-
creased airflow and potential heat

problems if not implemented prop-
erly. The same holds true with digi-
tal audio cable - particularly if
twisted pair is selected over coaxial.
Careful system design specifications
and integration practices can mini-
mize the need for larger cable.

This can alleviate the inescapable air-
flow and weight issues, as smaller is
better when installing wiring. Experi-
enced systems integrators can put the
correct cable where it is needed while
minimizing the space it occupies.
Overall weight must always be consid-
ered when engineering a large-scale
truck. With proper engineering, up to
1000 pounds can be saved by careful
cable selection alone. The cost of cable,
and even system integration, dimin-
ishes rapidly when factored into the
overall cost of the truck.

By selecting the proper system de-
signer, you will enjoy savings in equip-
ment (selecting the proper piece for
the job) and gain long-term advan-
tages such as simplifying daily opera-
tion, maintenance, and future changes
and upgrades.

Generally speaking, digital produc-
tion equipment may be expected to
produce more heat, in roughly the
same space, than the analog equiva-
lent. So, airflow and overall cooling ca-
pacity, as well as AC power consider-
ations, will need to be carefully de-
signed and specified. Choosing a vir-
tual monitor wall instead of a CRT
monitor will further save weight, space
and power.

Careful cable choice and neat instal-
lation can help alleviate airflow and
weight issues in truck construction.

As a prospective truck owner today,
you face a bewildering array of choices
in production equipment. And you
must make these choices before the first
walls and wires are put into the CAD
drawings. The issues are complex and
interrelated as never before in our in-
dustry. But careful design specifications
in the planning stages will lead to a truck
that can handle the various formats nec-
essary in production today, and well into
the ever-changing future. BE

Barry Bennett is the owner of Bennett
Systems, a firm providing systems
consultation, engineering and integration.
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Multichannel
broadcasting

BY JIM BOSTON AND MARK BROWN
Local stations' migration from providers of a single NTSC over -the -
air service to that of multiple ATSC services is slowly gaining speed.
To the broadcast community, this migration has moved beyond a

mandate to a matter of downright survival. Most broadcasters, especially
commercial broadcasters, began with the minimal required DTV services.
By contrast, PBS stations have received additional funding to deploy lead-
ing -edge projects, and some have gone beyond the base FCC requirements
and experimented with ATSC's potential - offering multiple services from
the beginning. These stations understand the business potential additional
services can offer. Conversely, commercial broadcasters, as a rule, have looked
upon DTV as an added burden that brought much to the expenses column
and thus simply subtracted from the bottom line.

However, commercial broadcasters are now starting to realize that in just a
few more years, DTV and supporting services may be all that they have to
offer. The time is approaching when broadcasters will have to start thinking
about how to craft their DTV infrastructure in order to garner a return on
their massive digital investment. The revenue pie continues to shrink, and
the competition for eyeballs increases. Many are now realizing that there
might be far fewer stations in 10 years than the nearly 1600 stations in the
United States currently. Even in the large markets, general managers are won-
dering if more than three competing newscasts can remain viable. Local and
national advertisers are finding new and creative ways of getting exposure
via alternative program and cable operators. According to a recent study by
Marian Azzaro, professor of marketing at Roosevelt University in Chicago,
advertisers would need to buy 42 percent more commercial inventory on
the three major networks than they did 10 years ago just to reach the same

castengineering.com

size audience today. lt's not Just
competition with cable program-
mers; other media, including the
Internet and the video game indus-
try, are also siphoning off viewers.
In fact, the video gaming industry
is a $28 billion dollar force that now
rakes in more revenue than all com-
mercial television in this country.

Revenue generation
Within the last year, HD has

emerged as one of television's po-
tential "killer apps." A number of
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For some broadcasters, multi-
channel is the next step in their
digital evolution. KCSM-DT in
San Mateo, CA (bottom left),
broadcasts one HD and two SD
channels; KTXT-DT in Lubbock,
TX (center), broadcasts four SD
channels along with its HD chan-
nel; and KLVX-DT (top right) de-
livers a mix of one HD and three
SD channels, along with 12
channels of instructional televi-
sion services, to its Las Vegas,
NV, viewers. Photos courtesy
SigneSys.

elements have aligned to make this
technology finally gel for content
providers, distributors and consum-
ers. On the content side, cameras
were introduced that were native in
both 720p and in 1080i. This allows
remote trucks - programming and
production vendors to the networks
- to invest in HD equipment, as
they no longer have to invest in two
types of cameras or expensive con-
version equipment to serve the sepa-
rate ABC/ESPN/FOX and CBS/
NBC/PBS HD camps. Secondly, HD

equipment has dropped enough in price that there is a chance of making
the investment pay off sooner, rather than later. On the distribution side,
ABC, CBS and NBC are now offering all prime time programming in HD.
In addition, ESPN is investing $200 million in a large HD production fa-
cility in Bristol, CT, and has plans to produce 3700 hours of HD content
annually starting in 2004.

Getting back to the option presented by multichannel, many of the major
networks are considering or implementing plans to provide multiple pro-
gram streams to the affiliates. Here again, PBS is leading the way - with
PBS -HD, PBS -Kids and PBS -You.

Implementing multichannel
Many local broadcasters are waking up to the fact that the first station in

a market to put up a local repurposed news wheel, or extended news cov-
erage on a secondary channel, stands a much better chance of survival
than the third or fourth to follow suit. The cost of adding multiple pro-
gram services to a DTV transport stream is low compared to initial DTV
start-up costs, typically 10 percent per additional channel. If a multichan-
nel operation is implemented correctly, the recurring operational cost im-
pact is also low - it typically requires the same level of human resources
as a single -channel operation.

A benefit of multichannel operation is that it allows for cross -market pen-
etration. If your newscast is to be cannibalized by someone, you might as well
do it - thus conserving your views and advertising revenue.

Let's define the term "multicasting" as multichannel ATSC broadcasting that

The cost of adding multiple program services to a

DTV transport stream is low compared to

initial DIV start-up costs,
effectively and efficiently manages and integrates several services.

Figure 1 on page 58 illustrates an ATSC multichannel environment. There
are a number of considerations involved in the deployment of a multichannel
facility. Additional services do not necessarily require more staff, but often do
require changes in operational duties. Therefore, workflow and other opera-
tional impacts will have to be considered. Changes to infrastructure also need
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to be considered care-
fully - including the
topology, redun-
dancy, failover capa-
bilities and fault iso-
lation required to suc-
cessfully apply the
technology to meet
your station's busi-
ness goals.

An important aspect
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of multichannel op- Figure 1. In multichannel operations, the application layer gets larger
eration is that the ap- and more processes must collaborate to effectively manage the
plication processes in- additional services.

volved need to be more collaborative
and cohesive. Automation, typically
driven from traffic, now must control
ATSC encoder/muxing elements to
change their service profiles (i.e. en-
coder status and limits,
bandwidth to service allo-
cation, etc.). Multiple traf-
fic logs and dynamic PSIP
tables must also be kept in
coordination so that pro-
gramming reflects infor-
mation contained in ap-
propriate PSIP text tables.
This coordination can be-
come cumbersome with
certain types of live pro-
gramming, such as sport-
ing events that don't run
their scheduled length.

Making the switch
As Figure 2 depicts, television sta-

tions commonly follow a three-phase
migration path when converting from
single -channel NTSC to full -service

ATSC. Most stations
have undergone the
first phase of the
evolution - the air
phase. This entails
nothing more than
updating the neces-
sary transmission
food chain and en-
coder/mux, some
simple ATSC moni-
toring at master
control, and some
acquisition equip-

ment to pass through their network's
digital feed. Some large -market sta-
tions have also undergone the second
phase - the plant phase. Here the mi-
gration to "digital" is extended

through the rest of the
plant's infrastructure, in-
cluding extended switch-
ing and enhanced brand-
ing. The third phase - the
enhancement phase - is
the final leap into the full
possibilities of ATSC. Here
additional channels, along
with HD production and
datacasting, might be
thrown into the mix.

A number of new issues
arise with the implementa-
tion of additional channels,
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Figure 2. Most stations have completed the air phase of
the transition to DTV. Some larger stations have also com-
pleted the plant phase - converting the rest of their op-
erations to digital.
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LCD MONITORS
CC Models

including how to handle EAS and
closed captioning (see Figure 3 for a
typical multichannel conceptual). First,
the FCC requires that all major ATSC
program services carry required emer-
gency alerts. So the infrastructure to
insert the alert needs to be in place for
each program, even if additional pro-
gram streams are simply a "pass -
through," or a series of clips from a
server. Usually the same device that
handles that chore also inserts logos
and, potentially, enhanced branding.

problem with most SD streams, be-
cause closed captioning information is
still carried along in the vertical inter-
val or ancillary data space. But there is
no standard for doing the same thing
in HD. Although there is a standard for
embedding serial data into the ancil-
lary data space of a SMPTE 292 stream
(SMPTE 334), it is not closed
captioning -specific, and not all encod-
ers support extracting the data. Plus, the
standards for baseband captioning are
different: EIA-608 for SD (SMPTE-59)
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Figure 3. In this conceptual drawing of a multichannel operation, the left
side of the physical layer shows legacy infrastructure, while the right side
shows the ATSC food chain necessary to support multiple feeds.The dotted
lines show interaction between master control and switching and brand-
ing, and routing functions.

Seldom do these additional channels
have their own master control infra-
structure. Some multichannel facilities
drop only a single instance of a master
control switcher into a specific pro-
gram path that requires transitions
more complex than a simple cut; oth-
erwise a router crosspoint is used to se-
lect sources. Other approaches include
integrating switching and possibly
branding in each program path to em-
bellish the content's look and feel.

Closed captioning is another imple-
mentation issue facing local multichan-
nel providers. This is typically not a

at 960 baud, and EIA-708 for HD at
9600 baud. There are devices that ex-
tract closed captioning from an SD sig-
nal and embed the resulting EIA-608
data into an EIA-708 data field, this is
commonly done in new encoders. The
resulting data can also be interfaced to
the ATSC encoder.

Soon additional issues will face the
broadcaster, including the Broadcast
Flag, and audio metadata issues such
as dial norm and Dynamic Range
Control (DRC). Newly deployed mul-
tichannel systems should take these
issues into consideration.
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Multichannel broadcasting presents
a considerable change in master con-
trol operators' primary duties. A mas-
ter control operator's job migrates
from switching feeds to air to keeping
a system on air. Under these new re-
quirements, operators will primarily
react to systemic faults, rather than ac-
tively switch between sources. They re-
act to changes that have occurred in
one program log that will need to

a simple system concept, or even on
a multi -image display wall. Because
this approach uses Web -based tech-
nologies, remote personnel can also
gain access and monitor system sta-
tus. In addition, broadcasters are em-
ploying a slew of generic and more
television -specific SNMP applica-
tions, long used by the telcos to spot
problems across far-flung networks.
SNMP applications allow for simple
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Figure 4. In multichannel broadcasting, a large part of the master control
operator's job is reacting to system faults, and keeping program logs up-
to-date across channels.

ripple across other logs. (See Figure
4.) Monitoring multiple programs'
health can consume a fair amount of
the operator's time.

In support of fault isolation, multi -
image displays with integrated alarm-
ing and status elements will be
needed to aid the operator in isolat-
ing subsystem faults and returning
programming to air. In addition,
more sophisticated methods of auto-
matically trapping system faults are
now available. These include inte-
grated stream probes that monitor
signal status and, as necessary, pro-
vide alarming information along the
entire signal path via a visual display.
These probes allow an operator to see
streaming thumbnails of actual video
and audio information, which can be
displayed on an HTML Web page as

checks such as for video continuity;
active video presence; EDH errors;
audio discrepancies, including vol-
ume, phase and balance; and
metadata problems such as with
closed captioning and PSIP.

In multichannel infrastructures, the
human and software processes that
comprise the application layer need
to work much more collaboratively.
This collaboration, rather than the
signal flow, defines workflow in
today's station. Implementing a
workflow -based multichannel opera-
tion will enable broadcasters to ben-
efit by delivering a broader range of
services more effectively. BE

Jim Boston is senior director of technol-
ogy, and Mark Brown is CTO, for SignaSys.
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A new generation of entercoms that
just made your life a whole lot easier!

Introducing the advanced digital matrix intercom
that offers up to 208 communications ports in 6RU -
the highest port density of any existing system-PLUS
intelligent linking; expandable system architecture:
modular, configurable stations; and powerful, transparent inte-facing.

www.clearcom.com
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Graphics and
effects technology
BY JOHN LUFF

12 igital video effects were
first introduced to the
broadcast marketplace in

the early 1970s. The first commercial
unit was the Vital Industries
Squeezoom. It had up to four chan-
nels of video and could perform the
type of scaling functions that we see
on our computer screens every day.
Squeezoom was the first digital video -
effects unit available. It was followed
by the NEC Mark I and Mark II DVEs,
which Thomson Grass Valley mar-
keted with its line of production
switchers. Joining these were Abekas,
Ampex, Quantel, Sony and others, all
of which built hardware -processing
devices to produce digital effects.

Processing progress
At the same time, some companies

were putting research efforts into ge-
neric image -processing engines.
Abekas, Thomson Grass Valley and
others pursued this market and even-
tually built digital video switchers that
used image -effects processing. But the
device everyone sought was a general-
purpose computing platform that
could manipulate image data in real
time. There were predictions that the
days of the special-purpose box, i.e.
video switchers and DVEs, were num-
bered, and that HP, SGI, Sun and oth-
ers would own the broadcast space in
a matter of years.

Until recently, general-purpose com-
puters weren't powerful enough to
make complex image transformations
in real time. Even today, much of the
complex processing is offloaded to
processing engines tuned specifically
for that purpose. We can expect that
software will be able to run at suffi-
cient speed to accomplish most, if not
all, effects processing for standard -
definition pictures in the coming

years. HDTV processing probably will
lag some years behind, because the
amount of data that must be processed
to generate complex effects in HD is
simply too large.

Processing update
The more we expect, the more we

seem to drive the creative engineer-
ing community to develop more com-

Live graphics
Graphics, in many respects, are a dif-

ferent matter. Pre -canned graphics el-
ements that appear to be created live
can be played live in productions.
Consider the head shots used in
sports. They are obviously pre -pro-
duced, but their live insertion is a criti-
cal production element. These capa-
bilities are well supported by special -

The capabilities that were once the province of
ADO and its successors have shown up inside

production switchers,111111111111111111M

plex and capable solutions. Comput-
ing platforms have taken the lead po-
sition for some applications, especially
those where the work can be done
offline outside of live production. In
those instances, rendering time is not
an issue, and pre- or post -production
techniques are most appropriate.

Live mattes and DVEs
Sophisticated mattes and DVE

moves must be created online for live
sports and news, and for high -profile
productions of major entertainment
events (Emmys, Oscars, etc.). This re-
quirement has grown in sophistica-
tion, and has encouraged the manu-
facturers of digital production switch-
ers to include increasingly complex
effects capability in tightly integrated,
or internal, DVE channels. Pinnacle,
Ross, Sony, Thomson Grass Valley and
others all have built multiple -channel
DVEs into current production switch-
ers. Some have a limited range of ca-
pability. But, increasingly, the capabili-
ties that were once the province of
ADO and its successors have shown
up inside production switchers. And
there is every reason to expect this
trend to continue.

purpose computing platforms, often
with graphics engines under software
I/O and user -interface control. Trig-
gering them from production switch-
ers is commonplace. For sports, it is
common to have the official time and
score delivered to the graphics engine
in real time, allowing complex presen-
tations to be made on -the -fly using
templates created in advance.

For decades, this technique has been
used for election -night graphics; now
it has moved into the mainstream.
Graphics -intensive computers have
adapted quite well to these special-
purpose needs. An example is the use
of "first and ten" graphics inserted live
at sports venues. The computation is
complex. Data from the camera(s) on
pan, tilt and zoom is fed to a computer
that calculates a 3-D representation in
real time and provides key signals to
either an internal or external keyer.
These capabilities are closely related to
virtual sets and are extensible to a wide
range of future uses. BE

John Luff is senior vice president of
business development for AZCAR.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

john_luff@primediabusiness.com
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TOTAL SOLUTION
TOTAL CCMMITMENT

ZETA1c=1
A DIGITAL CONSOLE FOR LOCAL TV AND RADIO PRODUCTION
As a broadcaster you can't afford to compromise. With the Zeta I00, you don't have to. Based on Calrec's field -proven Alpha architecture, the Zeta 100

provides exactly the same broadcast -specific features as our larger Sigma and Alpha 100 consoles. Over 30 years of broadcast experience in a console

designed for local TV and radio production. No compromise., no problem. Just sound broadcast sense.

Intuitive control surface designed for
on -air operation

 Compact - up to 48 faders/88 signal
paths, configured as 32 stereo and 24
mono channels

 Hot swappable cards and panels
throughout

Interrogation facility on every buss

2 stereo / 5.1 Surround Main Outputs

8 stereo/mono audio sub -groups

auxes, I 6 Multitrack/IFB outputs

Comprehensive Mix-minus/Direct
Output per channel

Powerful relay system

Automatic redundancy on power
supplies. DSP and control processors

Power up and operation independent
of the on -board PC

Comprehensive buss structure.
No restrictive buss allocations

The Sigma 100 medium brmat
digital production console

The Alpha IOU large format
digital production console

CALREC AUDIO LTD, NUTCLOUGH MILL HEBDEN BRIDGE, WEST YORKSHIRE, HX1 8E1, UK TEL: 01144 1422 842159 EMAIL: enquires@calrec.com WEB: www.calrec.com

South and Mid West States - TEL: (615) 811 0094 EMAIL: ericj©redwoodweb.com

North East States and Canada - TEL: (212) 586 7376 EMAIL dsimon@studioconsultants.com

Western States - TEL (818) 841 3000 EMAIL: jschaller©audiospec.com
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BELTPACK
Clear-Com RS -600 series: has ultra -compact, body -
hugging design; features onboard setup options with
display LED; includes advanced setup options with free
PC software; edit and store up to four different setups in
memory; has an additional 2.5mm cell phone -type
headset jack; series includes standard single- and dual -
channel units.

510-496-6666; www.clearcom.com

MPEG-2 MONITORING SYSTEM
Rohde & Schwarz R&S DVM: upgraded with the
additional capability of monitoring and analyzing MPEG-2
transport streams to ATSC broadcast standard; R&S
DVM 100 base unit allows simultaneous control of two,
three or four transport streams at data rates of up to
216Mb/s; adding an R&S DVM 120 expansion unit
increases the number of transport stream inputs up to
eight with a maximum of 20 inputs per system; monitoring
results and individual stream content are displayed on a
high -resolution GUI.

410-910-7800; www.rohde-schwaacom

INTERFACE
AJA Video Systems lo LD and lo LA: support the
highest quality 10 -bit uncompressed video available -
on both the digital and analog inputs and outputs; smaller
and lower cost relatives of lo interfaces are application -
specific: lo LD is designed to work with SDI signals, and
lo LA is for analog components or signals.

800-251-4224; www.aja.com

JACKS AND
PLUGS
Neutrik RCA phono connec-
tors: RCA jacks feature
isolated recessed sockets in
nickel or black chrome D
series -style housings; either
connector can be ordered
with black, red, yellow, blue,
green or white ID rings to
enable color -coding for video

applications; the new NYS-373 plugs feature gold-plated
contacts; RCA phono jacks feature a rated current and
voltage of 1A and 50V, with an insulation resistance of
5GW, contact resistance of 10mW and dielectric
strength of 500V; optimized for use between -25 degrees
and +70 degrees Celsius.

732-901-9488; www.neutrikusa.com

BATTERY-FREE POWER SYSTEM
Active Power CleanSource UPS: has four models in
power ratings from 65kVA to 130kVA; stores kinetic energy
in a constantly spinning, quiet, low -friction, solid steel disc;
features flywheel energy storage; has programmable
input and output contacts; includes redundant cooling
fans, back -feed protection and auto restart; has a static
bypass wraparound contactor and a bi-directional
converter; features local emergency power off (EPO).

512-836-6464; www.activepower.com

fig.NR1441
Streambox

VIDEO TRANSPORT SYSTEM
Streambox ACT -L3: is a real-time digital video solution;
includes the ACT -L3 codec, a video compression engine;
features adjustable video latency; video and audio
signals automatically reconnect after loss of video signal
or network connection; automated system restarts after
loss of power and restarts the decoder from the en-
coder; includes back -channel monitoring on PC or TV on
T1/E1 and IP-based systems; has a customized standby
image; has an automated 30 -second system uptime, after
power outage or from system reboot.

206-956-0544; www.streambox.com

DIGITAL
RECORDER
Thomson Grass Valley
M -Series iVDR: a familiar
user interface with
traditional VTR capabilities

including record, playout, removable media,
and the ability to ingest from a DV camera via
Firewire connection; supports multiple
channels, simultaneous playout and record-
ing, robust network support, clip editing and
trimming, playlist creation, and the ability to

exchange materials with a variety of applications using
industry -standard protocols.

+33 1 34 20 70 00; www.thomsongrassvalley.com

HDTV DECODER
Digital Vision BitLink: supports extensive decoding and
system modes for use in ATSC/DVB contribution and
professional network monitoring applications; video
decoding formats include interlaced and progressive
HDTV formats as well as SDTV for 50Hz and 60Hz
systems; digital and analog video outputs are available.

+46 8 546 182 00; www.digitalvision.se
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IBOC. DAB. HD. DTV, SAN. RF, DBS, DTH, KA Band,
Digital Cinema, Multicasting, Broadband...if these are
the buzzwords of your business, then you already know
this is the only place to explore the entire world of
content management and delivery technologies.
Targeted conferences, on -floor educational pavilions
and the world's largest broadcast marketplace, offer
insight, cost -saving solutions and alternative
technologies to keep you competitive.

If you're a broadcast engineer...you need to be at NAB.

For Sponsorship information, contact us at 1.202.429.5426 or advertisinOnab.org
For Exhibit information, contact us at 1.202.595.2051 or exhibit@nab.org
For Membership information. cortact us at 1.202.429.5300 or menbership@"'nab.org

SHOP THE GLOBAL CONTENT MARKETPLACE

See the World's Leading Su )pliers -
1,300+ Exhibitors!

Accom - Beck - BBC Technology - Canon - Dolby -
DNF Controls - Evert: - Florical - Fujinon -
Harmonic - Harris Corporation - IBM - Ibiquity
Digital - Irdeto - Leib* - Massie:;h - Miranda
Technologies - Nagratision S.A. - Haute! Maine -
Nvision - Panasonic - ParkerVisim - Pathfire -
Pinnacle Systems - Ross Video Scopus -
SeaChange Intematioal - Senc cre - Sony -
Sundance - Tandberg lelevisior - Telestream -
Thomson Grass Valley - Triveni Digital - ViAccess
S.A. - Vinten - and moo&

Visit www.nabshow.cyrn for a complete list.

STAY AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION

Learn From the Industry's Leading Experts

Broadcast EngineeriN ;onferenci

Radio & Television Malagement Conferences

Digital Asset Management Pavilbr:

NEW! Satellite Business & Techrobgy Pavilion

THE WGPLD'S LARGEST
ELECTRONYC ME -WA SHOW

April 17-22, 2004  Las Vegas, NV
Exhibits: Monda} ekpril 19 - Thuirsday. April 22

REGISTER TODAY ONLINE!



CAPACITORS FAIL MORE OFTEN THAN ANY OTHER COMPONENT

Check any Electrolytic Capacitor In Circuit with
100% Accuracy in 3 Seconds-GUARANTEED*

Automatically discharges capacitor first
Checks DCR with alerts for leakage or shorts
Measures DCR to 500 ohms with Alert
Measures ESR from .1 to 20 ohms @ 120KHz
Checks capacitors from 0.47uF to 2200uF
Beeps one to five beeps for capacitor quality
Color chart shows good -fair -bad readings
One -handed tweezer test probe included
Checks both through -hole and surface mount
* 60 -day satisfaction money -back guarantee

The trick to locating bad capacitors in -circuit is not to measure capacitance, but to
measure ESR at high frequencies, and compare readings in relation to capacitance.
The CapAnalyzer 88A is the only test instrument that will perform the series of
tests and conditions that will guarantee 100% accuracy. Even NASA uses it!

Maintenance engineers for the major TV networks ABC, NBC, CBS and FOX
specify the CapAnalyzer 88A, as well as technicians at AT&T, GTE, Verizon,
Comcast and AOL/Time-Warner. Service engineers for professional broadcast
equipment companies like Panasonic Broadcast, NC, and Sony specify the
CapAnalyzer 88A, as do thousands of independent service technicians.

$179 MSRP ELECTRONIC DESIGN SPECIALISTS, INC.
561-487-6103 www.eds-inc.com

Edit Sweet

The Benchmark System 1000 is the
perfect tool set for the audio -for -video
and broadcast professional. Twelve
audio module positions are available
for a diverse range of devices. The
sonic performance of each System
10(X) module is absolutely
unsurpassed. This becomes paramount
as ctstomers demand ever increasing
quality.

Call today for configuration options
and cost effective pricing on the
System 1000.

tl-e measure of excellence"'
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 4 -channel, 24 -bit, 96 -kHz, A -to -D and D -to -A Converters

 1, 2, and 4 -Channel Microphone Preamplifiers

 Analog and Digital Distribution Amplifiers

 Better than 0.00013% Real World THD+N!

 Jitter Immune UltraLockTM technology

 1 10 Q and 75 0 AES Interfaces

 WECO, EDAC, Molex, BNC, Optical, and/or

XLR Connectors

 Cost Effective and Expandable: Perfect for Edit Suites

800 262-4675
www.BenchmarkMedia.corn

DVB... ASI... ATSC...
Now DVEO
The New Standard
in Digital Video

DVEO, the newly formed broadcast
division of Computer Modules, delivers a
diverse line of products, ranging from
PCI cards and software to complete
turnkey systems at prices far below
other manufacturers. For a free 30
day trial" of any DVEO products,
please call 858 613-1818. Or visit

www.dveo.com Web site for detats

DVE
Pro Broadcast Division

I I I I MI I I I I II I I I I I I

Computer Modules. Inc.

EV3 a -t -s c

Systems PCI Cards Software

TALLY
MAPPERTM

 Tally Routing & Mapping
 One Button Operation
 Store Maps Internally
 Edit From a PC/Laptop

.--41111111111111111P

A Compact Solution,
Ideal for Mobile Units and

Multiple Production Setups.

Videarame-
Control System Solutions

Tel: 530-477-2000
www.videoframesystems.com
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Precision Color Bar &
Test Signal Generators

CSG-50 $379
- Digitally synthesized full/SMPTE color bars,

blackburst, composite sync, 15 Hertz Ref.
- Built- in timer switches bars to black, tone to

silence at 30/ 60 seconds.
- Crystal controlled, I Khz, 0 dB audio
- RS170A, SCill phased. No adjustment needed.

CSG-50B $538
- All features of CSG-50 PLUS

3-5 outputs of blackburst
+ subcarrier

TSG-50 $469
- Generates 12 digitally synthesized video test

signals/ patterns
- Built- in timer switches pattern to black, tone

to silence at 30, 60 seconds
- Outputs: video, composite sync, 400/ 1KHz,

0dB audio tone, 15 Hertz Ref.
- RS I 70A, SC/H phased. No adjustments needed

TSG-50B $628

- All features of TSG-50 PLUS
3-5 outputs of blackburst,
+ subcarrier

Unconditionally Guaranteed!

HORITA
www.horita.com

Contact your local video dealer
or call (949) 489-0240

Business
Wanted
BUSINESS WANTED
Private investor seeking to purchase
broadcast manufacturing firms, distribu-
torships, divisions or product lines from
established companies. No dealerships,
please. Contact mark @ towerpower.com
or fax to 845-246-0165.

Certification
Have you or your engineers

passed THE TEST?

SBE

SOCIETY OF BROADCAST ENGINEERS

CERTIFICATION
The Industry Benchmark

www.sbe.org  (317) 846-9000, x13

Business Opportunity
NETWORK ELECTRONICS SEEKS PARTNERS

FOR ITS EXPANDING US OPERATIONS

NETWORK ELECTRONICS, a leading manufacturer of innovative product lines for
Broadcast,Telco, and Multimedia Industries, is seeking aggressive and enthusiastic
Representatives, Dealers, System Integrators, Consultants, and Contractors for our
growing US Operations.

NETWORK ELECTRONICS has opened a new US Headquarters office in Salt Lake
City and needs partners who share our goal of being leaders in the industry by
providing customers with high quality, cost effective, and above all, reliable equip-
ment. Join a Company that has already achieved global success with its popular
VikinX® Routers, flashlink® Optical Transport, and ConQuer® Signal Processing
Modules, all offering both Digital and Analog components.

The US office joins 15 other NETWORK ELECTRONICS worldwide offices, with
distribution networks in 90 countries. NETWORK ELECTRONICS offers top-notch
performance and customer care, unique delivery time, lengthy warranties along
with solid financial strength. Contact our US office and become another successful
NETWORK ELECTRONICS Partner.

Tel: 800-420-59090 E-mail: ussalles@network-electronics.com
vonwnetwork-electronics.com

Equipment For Sale

IRT)Ri (In (
DVCAM Studio Video Disk Recorder

A stream -based,
hard -disk DVCAM
recorder that br'ngs
new production
opportunities
tc the DVCAM
fcmily!

SONY

Authorized
Reseiler

DVCAM I

A\ f,
Digital Products

Cal : 1.888.873.0800
Email fot Quotes: sales@azcar.com

121 Hillpoinie Dr., Suite 700 Canonsburg, PA USA 15317

www.broadcastengineering.com
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For Sale

AcousticsFirst
=7888-765-2900

Full product line for sound control
and noise elimination.
Web: http://www.acousticsfirst.com

Help Wanted
IT1 aTirti

(All Engineering/Technical Positions)

TV, Broadcast Technology, Satellite
Professional - Confidential

Serving All USA States  All Client Levels

Over 20 Years Experience (ruzi)
KeystoneAmerica

Dime Bank, 49 S Main SI., Pittston, PA 18640

Phone (570) 655-7143 Fax (570) 654-5765

e-mail: mail@KeystoneAmerica.com

website: KeystoneAmerica.com

We respond to all Employee 8 Employer Inquiries

Contact ALAN KORNISH

Senior Broadcast Project Engineer
Gearhouse Broadcast LA
For full details on this job

please check on our website
www.gearhousebroadcast.com

click onto Contact and then
the Jobs section.

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER - KMAX-
TV, Sacramento, CA. Minimum five
years experience in television opera-
tions and maintenance. Strong back-
ground in transmitters, translators and
microwave systems. SBE Certification
a plus. Resumes to: KMAX-TV; Person-
nel-Job Code AW 12-1; 500 Media Place;
Sacramento, CA 95815. No telephone
calls. Position open until filled. EOE

Television Operations Group
(TOG)
Use your strong management skills and ability
to tap into staff talent to oversee the
engineering and maintenance functions of
the Discovery Television Center. You'll also be
deeply involved in the design, construction
and testing of this facility. Requires 7-10 years
of management -level engineering in a large-
scale, multi -channel, playout environment,
with facility construction/large-scale project
management skills.

Help Wanted

Come to beautiful Wyoming...
Large spaces...small places

Central Wyo t College seeks
WYOMING PUBLIC TELEVISION DIRECTOR OF ENGINEERING

Open until filled with priority review to begin on February 2, 2004.
Salary Range: $46,069 - $60,719 plus a generous benefits package.

Located in Riverton, WY, Central Wyoming College is in the valley of the Wind River Mountains. The
area has an international reputation for offering some of the best climbing, hiking, fishing and snow-
mobiling in the world. The mountains are also well known for outstanding alpine scenery. Hundreds of
lakes, rivers and reservoirs offer fishermen and water skiers limitless possibilities, while mountain bik-
ers and hikers enjoy back roads and trails that lead to outstanding scenic vistas.

The complete position announcement can be found on our web site at
http://cwc.edu/administration/human_resources/position_announcements.php

CENTRAL
/74/15

LLEGE

CENTRAL WYOMING COLLEGE is an equal opportunity
employer and does not discriminate on the basis of race,

color, national origin, ancestry, sex, age, religion or disability in
admission or access to, or treatment or employment in, its

educational programs, services or activities.

Can you make things k
Shape the ongoing success of the most ...ppen
recognized company in the real world media and
entertainment industry, and a recognized best place to work by Fortune magazine.

Director of Engineering
Discovery Production Group
(DPG)
You will lead the engineering effort for
Discovery's production and post -production
facilities including identification of new tech-
nical directions for the group. Strong skills
are required in the following areas: capital
and expense budgeting, standards and prac-
tices, repairs/maintenance and systems net-
working. Requires an EE degree (or equiva-
lent) and 7-10 years of experience in techni-
cal engineering management.

View complete job descriptions and apply online at

http://corporate.discovery.com
We are an Equal Oppoolomy Employer.

Advertise With Us

Contact: Jennifer Shafer  Classified Sales Manager
800-896-9939  jshafer@primediabusiness.com
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Attention,
broadcast shoppers
BY PAUL MCGOLDRICK

Everything has a price and,
generally speaking, in our
technology world the price

reduces fairly consistently over the
duration of time that the product has
been released. Entering 2004 we now
have the $29.95 DVD player, while
DVD recorders are reaching price lev-
els where they are going to threaten
the VHS machine.

Yet, some consumer items never
seem to come down in price: When
did you last see a replacement model
car be cheaper? And some prices in-
crease for reasons that can only be de-
fined as silly.

Cable advertises that satellite dishes
are useless because the subscribers
lose pictures in all kinds of weather.
Living at about 45 degrees latitude
with a winter climate where the rain
is driven horizontally at rates that
sometimes reach two inches per hour,
I feel I represent a good test bed for
the satellite companies' systems. In
about six years, I have seen the weather
take the picture out maybe twice -
and that was with hail the size of golf
balls coming down.

I'm probably not the average instal-
lation. The site selection for the dish
is away from the worst winds with a
coaxial cable run of less than 12 feet,
and all the connectors are properly
attached. It's also a little unusual be-
cause I do have a lightning rod con-
nection in the cable run. I've seen what
lightning can do at a broadcast instal-
lation. Still, I would hope that the pro-
fessional installers that the satellite
companies use are at least reasonably
clued in on the basics. At my location,
the choice is between cable and satel-
lite; the only receivable terrestrial sta-
tions are two low -power transposers,
both diplexed into a common antenna
with one operating at 1W peak video.

The local cable company is a joke, with
the feed to my house actually spliced
in the street. You can get good recep-
tion just by pointing an antenna at the
nearest cable box, because they have
continually pumped up the levels at
the headend so they can expand the
system without adding line amplifiers.

At a time when the satellite providers

sends threatening letters to about one
percent of its customers, telling them
that they will suspend Internet service;
the one percent, Comcast says, uses 28
percent of the company's bandwidth.

This is going to be a spectacular year
for the broadcast industry. We have
presidential elections and the summer
Olympic Games out of Athens, Greece.

Comcast decided to usher in the new year in at
least one market with increases of about 5 percent

across the hoard.

are hitting heavy with special offers and
providing more and more local chan-
nels - albeit at the cost of bit rates on
some other channels - where should
the cable providers be spending their
promotional money? What message
should they be sending to persuade the
average user that cable is better? How
about by increasing their prices?

Yes, at a time when they are fighting
for every possible viewer, when their
competition is flaying the market with
advertising and special offers, at least
one of the cable companies, Comcast,
decided to usher in the new year in at
least one market with increases of
about 5 percent across the board.
There is a serious disconnect some-
where here, and I don't believe it is at
my end of things. For the 40 odd dol-
lars a month that my family spends to
bring a 100 -channel package, plus net-
works, plus the "SuperStations," you
now can have "standard cable" in the
Portland, OR, metropolitan area.

Go digital with Comcast - and the
satellite companies aren't pushing the
"We're already digital" message nearly
hard enough - and you can spend
up to $95 a month before adding $35

for broadband, from a company that

And in a recent visit at a large trans-
mitter manufacturer, it seemed clear
that engineering money is available
too. With the FCC cut-off year of 2006
looming closer, although unlikely to
be held firm by the commission, there
are a lot of full -power transmitter or-
ders expected to be placed. Between
the election advertising and advertis-
ing placed both during the Olympics'
coverage and the competing channels'
programs, engineering is going to get
its much deserved share.

This makes the disconnect between
services and hardware even more dra-
matic. Comcast believes that there is
no consumer cut-off point for pro-
gramming charges, and that is re-
flected in what they think they can
charge for hardware. There may be
$29.95 DVD players out there, but they
think they can charge up to $450 for a
non -returned set -top box. Everything
does have a price. BE

Paul McGoldrick is an industry consultant
based on the West Coast.

SEND
Send questions and comments to:

paul_mcgoldrick@primediabusiness.com
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Multi -Image Video Processor

Rising of the most advanced Multi -Image Viewer System.
The MVP is the most comprehensive Multi -Image Display

and Signal Monitoring System available... Today!

Tel: 1-905-335-3700 Toll Free 1-877-995-3700 www.evertz.com ever z



TAKE CONTROL OF SIGNAL
PROCESSING IN EVEN THE HARSHEST

CONTENT ENVIRONMENT.

NI "E: 0/6800+ Processing
with NAVIGATOR Control

A Winning Video PTocestsing
Your Integrated Content Environment (ICE)

NEO and 6800+ Give You an Integrated, Co it -effective
System with Unprecedented Contro':

 Reduce operational casts: Navigator's extensive control and monitoring
capabilities allow unsuroassed views of your processing systems-from
a single module to racks of equipment in multiple locations-saving you
time and resources.

 Flex your processing options: A wide .-onge of products in both NEO
and 6800+ allows processing of analog and digital signals, and
provides compatibility with SD, HD, fibre optics and more.

 Design your system to fit your needt. The 6800+ and NEO platforms
allow you to design a cost-effective, high -quality solution that is easy
to configure and operate.-t,

Put this team to work in your Integrated Content Environment (ICE):
www.leitch.com/6800+ice and www leitch comjneo+ice
Get a free ICE poster at www.leitch.r.

Canada +1 (800) 387 0233
USA Easr +1 (800) 231 9673
USA 'West +1 (888) 843 7004
Latin America +1 (305) 512 0045
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